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Containment Analysis Input Parameters for ABWR

1 1 - Reactor Initial & Analytical Conditions
I No.

a

b

C

d

e

f

g

I Parameter

Initial Power (100% rated)

Analysis Power for DBA

100% Rated Core Flow

Initial Dome Pressure at analysis power

Turbine steam flow rate at analysis power

Feedwater flow rate at analysis power

Vessel inlet feedwater temperature at analysis power

I Units

MWt

MWt

Mlbm/hr

psia

Mlbm/hr

Mlbm/hr

oF

Value

3926

4005

115.1

1055.0

17.2

17.5

422.4
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Containment Analysis Input Parameters for ABWR

2 - Decay Heat
No. IParameter I Units I Value

a Short-term Response

1 Fuel/ Decay Heat Model ANS 5 - 1971
20%/10%

b Long-term Response

1 Fuel/ Decay Heat Model

2 Type of fuel

3 Fuel Bundle Average Enrichment

4 End-of-Cycle Core Average Exposure (Select one)
a. By short ton
b. By metric ton

5 Core Average Time at Power (Irradiation Time)

6 Cycle Duration

Ansi/ANS-5. 1-
1994 + 2

sigma

GE14

% 3.39

GWd/STU
GWd/MTU

years

months

27.70
24.73

3.36

18
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Containment Analysis Input Parameters for ABWR

3 - Vessel Weights and Volumes
No. IParameter 1 Units Value

a Total vessel free volume w/ attached piping

b Vessel liquid volume w/ attached piping

1 Subcooled
2 Saturated

c Steam mass in main steam line to the first MSIV
1 One outer steam line
2 One inner steam line

ft3

ft3

if3

25,083

0
15,754

Ibm 678
Ibm 478

d Liquid mass in one recirculation loop

e Liquid mass in connected piping to the first normally closed valve
1 LPCI piping
2 RWCU piping
3 RCIC piping
4 LPCS/CS piping
5 HPCI/HPCS piping

f Metal mass of RPV intemals structure (excluding fuel and fuel
assembly)

g Metal mass of RPV, including top head but excluding vessel skirt.

h Metal mass of RPV connected piping

1 Recirculation piping for all loops
2 LPFL/RHR piping
3 LPCI piping
4 Main Steam Lines to second isolation valve
5 RWCU lines to first normally closed valve
6 HPCI/HPCF lines to first normally closed valve
7 RCIC lines to first normally closed valve

Ibm

Ibm
Ibm
Ibm
Ibm
Ibm

Ibm

Ibm

Ibm
Ibm
Ibm
Ibm
Ibm
Ibm
Ibm

0

0
400

1,628
1,454
321

857,100

1,841,000

0
15,522

0
95,539

Not Included
3,516

Not Included

872Number of fuel bundles

J
k

Mass of fuel (U02)
Mass of fuel assembly

Ibm 396,000
Ibm 176,900
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Containment Analysis Input Parameters for ABWR

4 - LOCA
No. IParameter I Units Value

a LOCA Break elevation (from bottom of vessel)
1 Feedwater Line
2 Steam Line

b Time at which MSIVs start to close for DBA-LOCA
1 Feedwater Line Break
2 Main Steam Line Break

c Time at which MSIVs are completely closed for DBA-LOCA
1 Feedwater Line break
2 Main Steam Line Break

d Inside vessel height (from vessel zero to top of steam dome)

e Long-term LOCA break area
1 Feedwater Line Break
2 Main Steam Line Break

g Main steam line data for short-term containment analysis vessel model

1 Steam line pipe inside diameter
2 Nozzle safe end inside diameter or vessel nozzle inside diameter

whichever is smaller
3 Steam Line Flow Limiter diameter
4 Length of nozzle extending from vessel

ft
ft

38.1000
51.0000

sec 0.5000
sec 0.5000

sec 3.5000

sec 5.0/3.5 (ST/LT)

ft

ft
2

ft
2

69.0800

0.9120
1.0600

in 25.5430

in
in
in

13.9200
25.5430
85.7100
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Containment Analysis Input Parameters for ABWR

1 5 - Containment Operating Conditions
No. 1Parameter I Units I Value

a Atmospheric pressure psia 14.7

b Drywell-to-Wetwell operating pressure psid 2

c Drywell pressure
1 Maximum
2 Minimum
3 Nominal
4 Scram setpoint

psig
psig

psig
psig

d Drywell temperature
1 Maximum
2 Minimum

e Drywell relative humidity
1 Nominal

1.3
0

0.75
2

135
50

20

oF
oF

f Wetwell pressure
1 Maximum
2 Minimum
3 Nominal

psig 1.3
psig 0
psig 0.75

g Wetwell temperature
1 Maximum
2 Minimum

h Wetwell relative humidity
1 Nominal

Suppression pool temperature
1 Maximum
2 Minimum

OF
oF

95
50

100

95
50

oF
OF
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Containment Analysis Input Parameters for ABWR

I 6 - Drywell
No. 1Parameter Units Value

a Total drywell free volume (including vent system)

b Drywell holdup volume

c Drywell pool surface area (in contact with drywell airspace)

d Design Pressure (analytical limit)

e Design Temperature

f Pressure difference between wetwell and drywell for vacuum breakers
to start to open

g Pressure difference between wetwell and drywell for vacuum breakers
to be fully open

h Number of WW-DW vacuum breaker systems in use
1 Single Valve
2 Multiple Valve

Total loss coefficient of each WW-DW vacuum breaker line (per
system) including entrance and exit coefficients

1 Single Valve
2 Multiple Valve

j Total flow area of one WW-DW vacuum breaker line (per system)
1 Single Valve
2 Multiple Valve

k Acceptable effective DW-to-WW bypass leakage area (A/ 4K)

ft
3

ft3

ft
2

psig

oF

259,600.0

0.5

121.7

45.0

340.0

psid 0.1

psid 0.5

7
N/A

3
N/A

2.185
N/A

0.1

ft
2

ft
2

ft
2

I

m

0

p

Drywell inside diameter

Trash Rack loss coefficient

DCV loss coefficient

DCV Area

ft 95.167

0.16

0.92

ft2 12.173
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Containment Analysis Input Parameters for ABWR

1 7 - Vent System
I No.

J

k

I

m

n

0

p

q

r

s

t

u

v

I Parameter

Number of downcomer / horiz. vents per row

Flow area of each downcomer

Drywell weir annulus pool volume including horizontal vents
1 High water level
2 Low water level

Inside weir wall diameter

Outside weir wall diameter

Weir annulus surface area

Height of weir wall from suppression pool bottom

Length of each horizontal vent

Centerline elevation of top-row vents from pool bottom

Centerline elevation of mid-row vents from pool bottom

Centerline elevation of bottom-row vents from pool bottom

Total loss coefficient for vent system

Horizontal vent diameter

I UJnits I Value

10

ft2 12.2

I

ft3  
N/A

ft3  
N/A

ft 34.75

ft 38

ft2  121.73

ft 38.4

ft 2.95

ft 11.483

ft 6.988

ft 2.493

1.7

ft 2.3
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Containment Analysis Input Parameters for ABWR

1 . 8 - Wetwell / Suppression Pool
I No. IParameter

a Total suppression pool volume
1 High water level
2 Low water level

b Wetwell free airspace volume
1 High water level
2 Low water level

c Suppression pool depth
1 High water level
2 Low water level

d Suppression pool surface area (in contact with wetwell airspace)
1 Below Tunnels

2 At Low Water level (6.9m)

I Units I Value I

ft
3

ft3

Wf3

ft3

ft
ft

128,000
122,000

210,000
216,000

23.333
22.64

ft2  5,460

ft2  4,846

psig 45e

f

Design Pressure (analytical limit)

Design Temperature
WW
SP

oF
oF

Containment Leakage

cc Appendix J maximum allowable containment leakage for NPSH

dd Appendix J test pressure

255
207

0.5

39

%/day

psig
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Containment Analysis Input Parameters for ABWR

19 - SRV

LINo. Parameter

a Minimum number of SRV openings in normal set before SRVs switch
to low-low set

b Average throat area of SRVs

c Suppression pool temperature above which vessel controlled
cooldown is initiated (Tech Spec value)

d Number of ADS valves

e Maximum vessel controlled cooldown rate using SRVs

f Average vertical elevation drop from SRV entrance at main steam line
to SRV quenchers

g SRV quenchers initial submergence at LWL

h SRV rated flow at pressure
1. Rated flow
2. Pressure

Number of SRVs available for manual pressure and temperature
control

Normal (relief) set mode (nominal)
1 a. Number of valves Group 1
1 b. Opening setpoint Group 1
2 a. Number of valves Group 2
2 b. Opening setpoint Group 2
3 a. Number of valves Group 3
3 b. Opening setpoint Group 3
4 a. Number of valves Group 4
4 b. Opening setpoint Group 4
5 a. Number of valves Group 5
5 b. Opening setpoint Group 5
6 Difference between opening setpoint and reset pressure

I Units I Value

100000000

1ft
2

OF 1000

8

°F/hr 100

ft

ft

10000

15.6

Ibm/hr 6.98E+06
psig 1148.56

4

psig

psig

psig

psig

psig
psi

2
1160

4
1170

4
1180

4
1190

4
1200

80
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Containment Analysis Input Parameters for ABWR

1 .10 - High Pressure ECCS
LINo. IParameter

a Vessel water level (above vessel zero, AVZ) below which HPCF is
automatically actuated

b Vessel water level (AVZ) above which HPCF is automatically shut off

c Maximum suppression pool liquid volume above which suppression
pool replaces CST (if available) as water source for HPCF

I Units I Value

d

e

f

g

m

n

0

RCIC

p

q

r

s

t

u

Drywell pressure for actuation of HPCF (LOCA signal)

Maximum HPCF delay time

Elevation of top of suction strainer from SIP bottom

If high drywell pressure and high vessel water level coexist, HPCF will
cycle between high and low levels

HPCF pump heat

Runout flow

Shut-off head

parameters

Vessel water level (AVZ) below which RCIC is automatically actuated

Vessel water level (AVZ) above which RCIC is automatically shut off

Rated flow

Maximum time delay

Maximum vessel pressure for RCIC operation

Minimum vessel pressure for RCIC operation

in

in

ft3

psig

sec

ft

(Yes or No)

hp

gpm

psid

in

in

gpm

sec

psig

psig

395

561

10

2

47

5

YES

2000

3200

1195.13

452.1

561.06

800

30

1220

150
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Containment Analysis Input Parameters for ABWR

.I 10 - High Pressure ECCS I
II No. IParameter

v RCIC turbine steam flow rates
1 a. RPV Pressure
1 b. RCIC steam flow rate
2 a. RPV Pressure
2 b. RCIC steam flow rate

w Maximum S/P temperature for RCIC operation

CST parameters

x Available CST volume for vessel makeup

y CST water temperature

Units Value

psig
Ibm/hr
psig

Ibm/hr

oF

gal

oF

150
16,200
1220

37,800

170

155333

100.2
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Containment Analysis Input Parameters for ABWR

11 - Low Pressure ECCS
I No. IParameter

LPFL parameters

i LPFL pump heat (per pump)

j LPFL shutoff head

k Total LPFL time delay

I Drywell pressure above which LPFL will automatically be actuated
(LOCA signal)

m Vessel water level (AVZ) below which LPFL will automatically be

actuated

n Vessel water level (AVZ) above which LPFL will be shut off

o LPFL performance
1 Number of pumps per LPFL loop
2 LPFL runout flow for one pump in one loop.
3 LPFL runout flow for two pumps in one loop.

p Elevation of top of suction strainer from SIP bottom

I Units I Value

hp

psid

sec

psig

800

225

37

2

in 362.3

in 561.06

gpm
gpm

ft

1
4200
N/A

6.054
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Containment Analysis Input Parameters for ABWR

12 - RHR

LI4o. IParameter

a Pool cooling mode
1 RHR flowrate per loop
2 Service water flowrate per loop
3 RHR heat exchanger K-value per loop
4 Number of RHR pumps .per loop

b Containment spray mode
1 RHR flowrate per loop

a. Drywell
b. Wetwell
c. Total

2 Service water flowrate per loop
3 RHR heat exchanger K-value per loop
4 Number of RHR pump(s) per loop

c LPCI cooling mode
1 RHR flowrate per loop
2 Service water flowrate per loop
3 RHR heat exchanger K-value per loop
4 Number of RHR pump(s) per loop
5 Pressure permissive for cooling

d Normal shutdown cooling mode
1 RHR flowrate per loop
2 Service water flowrate per loop
3 RHR heat exchanger K-value per loop
4 Number of RHR pump(s) per loop
5 Shutdown pressure permissive

e Service water temperature

f Average vertical distance between drywell spray nozzles and bottom of
drywell

g Average drywell spray droplet diameter

h Average vertical distance between wetwell spray nozzles and
suppression pool surface at LWL

i Average wetwell spray droplet diameter

j RHR pump heat (per pump)

k Maximum vessel cooldown rate with RHR

I Drywell pressure above which drywell sprays can operate

m Wetwell pressure above which automatic wetwell spray can operate

Units I Value I

gpm
gpm

Btu/sec-°F

gpm
gpm
gpm
gpm

Btu/sec-°F

gpm
gpm

Btu/sec-°F

psig

gpm
gpm

Btu/sec-°F

psig

OF

ft

ft

ft

ft

hp

°F/hr

psig

4,200
5,615

225
1

3,698
502

4,200
5,300
225

1

4,200
5,300
225

1
225

4,200
5,300
225

1
225

95

81.9

0.0052

39

0.0052

800

100

0

psig N/A
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Containment Analysis Input Parameters for ABWR

1 12 - RHR
No. 1Parameter

n Wetwell pressure below which wetwell spray will be turned off

Units I

psig

Value

0
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Containment Analysis Input Parameters for ABWR

13 - Feedwater System Mass and Energy
No. 1Parameter Units Value

a Reference power (at 102% power)

b Node 1 - Vessel to closest FW heater
1 Fluid temperature
2 Fluid mass
3 Metal mass

MWt 4,005

c Node 2
1 Fluid temperature
2 Fluid mass
3 Metal mass

d Node 3
1 Fluid temperature
2 Fluid mass
3 Metal mass

e Node 4
1 Fluid temperature
2 Fluid mass
3 Metal mass

f Node 5
1 Fluid temperature
2 Fluid mass
3 Metal mass

g Node 6
1 Fluid temperature
2 Fluid mass
3 Metal mass

h Node 7
1 Fluid temperature
2 Fluid mass
3 Metal mass

Node 8
1 Fluid temperature
2 Fluid mass
3 Metal mass

Node 9
1 Fluid temperature
2 Fluid mass
3 Metal mass

OF 421.3
Ibm 87,828.0
Ibm 423,853.0

OF 395.8
Ibm 43,989.0
Ibm 169,093.0

OF 370.3
Ibm 13,106.0
Ibm 64,356.0

°F 338.1
Ibm 51,072.0
Ibm 192,797.0

OF 305.9
Ibm 116,055.0
Ibm 525,124.0

OF 304.2
Ibm 734.0
Ibm 24,156.0

OF 304.1
Ibm 292,484.0
Ibm 387,773.0

OF 288.1
Ibm 59,900.0
Ibm 83,568.0

OF 272.0
Ibm 25,703.0
Ibm 40,750.0
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Containment Analysis Input Parameters for ABWR

1 13 - Feedwater System Mass and Energy
No. IParameter I Units I Value

k Node 10
1 Fluid temperature
2 Fluid mass
3 Metal mass

Node 11
1 Fluid temperature
2 Fluid mass
3 Metal mass

m Node 12
1 Fluid temperature
2 Fluid mass
3 Metal mass

OF 244.2
Ibm 73,750.0
Ibm 117,271.0

OF 216.4
Ibm 26,396.0
Ibm 40,758.0

°F 194.9
Ibm 77,555.0
Ibm 116,927.0
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Containment Analysis Input Parameters for ABWR

14 - Others
I P1o. IParameter

a Control Rod Drive

1 CRD Flow Rate

2 CRD Flow Enthapy

b Elevation from S/P bottom to top of RCIC suction strainer

I Units I Value

Ibm/sec

Btu/lbm

ft

9.79

77.02

4.773
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INFORMATION NOTICE

This document, NEDO-33372, Revision 0, contains no proprietary information.

IMPORTANT NOTICE REGARDING CONTENTS OF THIS REPORT

Please read carefully

The information contained in this document is furnished for the purpose of supporting the
Combined License Applications for, and licensing activities related to, GE ABWR
projects in proceedings before the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The only
undertakings of General Electric Company with respect to information in this document
are contained in the contracts between General Electric Company and South Texas
Project, and nothing contained in this document will be construed as changing that
contract. The use of this information by anyone for any purpose other than that for which
it is intended is not authorized; and with respect to any unauthorized use, General
Electric Company makes no representation or warranty, and assumes no liability as to the
completeness, accuracy, or usefulness of the information contained in this document.
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1.0 Introduction

This Licensing Topical Report (LTR) requests US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
approval of a generic change to the design certification for the US Advanced Boiling Water
Reactor (ABWR) design. The proposed changes are based on a completely revised ABWR
containment analysis. An exemption to the generic Technical Specifications (TS) is necessary
to implement the proposed changes, and associated Tier 2 changes are also proposed. This
LTR describes the revised ABWR containment analysis and identifies the proposed changes.

This containment analysis is performed using GE 14 fuel, which provides conservative results
when compared to the DCD (Design Control Document) referenced GE 7 fuel bundles (P8x8R)
as shown in LTR "GEl4 Compliance with Amendment 22 of NEDE-2401-P-A (GESTAR 11)"
(Reference 10.1). GE 7 fuel was used for the ABWR certification.

The nuclear safety evaluation in this LTR identifies the required TS and associated Tier 2
changes and explains the bases for them. There are no Tier I changes associated with this
analysis.

The ABWR containment analysis described in this LTR is based on information subsequently
discovered after certification. The analysis performed for other ABWRs identified
improvements in the analysis assumptions regarding feedwater flow, decay heat and
containment vent modeling that needed to be reflected in the certified ABWR containment
analysis. In addition, a design change is proposed to the ABWR protection system to
accommodate the feedwater flow modeling changes. The amendment to the ABWR DCD is
required to assure compliance with NRC regulations that were applicable at the time the
certification was issued and promotes standardization of ABWR certified design material.

As the regulatory processes for generic amendment of approved and certified reactor designs
such as the ABWR (1OCFR52 Appendix A) are currently in the state of flux, GE understands
that a generic change may not be feasible for the NRC to grant until the planned revision to
IOCFR52.63 becomes effective. If the NRC does not make the planned revisions to
1 OCFR52.63, ftiture Combined Operating License Applications (COLA) applicant(s) would
then intend to seek specific departures from the DCD based on the content of this LTR. NRC
review of the technical content of this LTR is requested with the understanding that this LTR
and subsequent discussions between GE and NRC staff may form the basis for site-specific
departures requested in one or more future COLAs.

1.1 Acronyms

ACS - Atmospheric Control System
ANSI/ANS - American National Standards Institute /American Nuclear Society
ABWR - Advanced Boiling Water Reactor
BWR - Boiling Water Reactor
COLA - Combined Operating License Application
DBA - Design Basis Accident
DCD - Design Control Document
DCV - Drywell Connecting Vent

I
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DW-WW - Drywell-Wetwell
EOC - End of Cycle
EOC-RPT - End of Cycle Recirculation Pump Trip
FWLB - Feedwater Line Break
LOCA - Loss of Coolant Accident
LTR - Licensing Topical Report
LWR - Light Water Reactor
MSLB - Main Steam Line Break
NBR - Nuclear Boiler Rated
NRC - Nuclear Regulatory Commission
R/B - Reactor Building
RPV - Reactor Pressure Vessel
SSE - Safe Shutdown Earthquake
TS - Technical Specifications

2.0 Description of the Design

This chapter describes the ABWR containment functional requirements and lists the major
changes in the analysis (Section 2.1). In Section 2.2, the certified ABWR design is described
for the three areas of interest. The required changes for the revised ABWR containment
analysis are described in Section 2.3. There were additional changes included in the revised
ABWR analysis, mainly based on BWR operational experience, that are described in Section
2.4.

2.1 Containment Analysis Background

The ABWR primary and secondary containments are shown in Figure 1. The ABWR primary
containment is the main focus of this LTR and its functional capabilities are listed below. The
analysis summarized in this LTR is associated with the first of the nine items. The functional
capability for the other eight items are described in the certified DCD. These items are not
included in this LTR because they are not impacted by the revised containment analysis.

The ABWR pressure suppression primary containment system, which is comprised of the
drywell and wetwell and supporting systems, is designed to have the following functional
capabilities:

1. The contairnent structure has the capability to maintain its functional integrity during
and following the peak transient pressures and temperatures, which would occur
following any postulated loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA), including the worst LOCA
pipe break (which leads to maximum containment and drywell pressure and/or
temperature) simultaneously with loss of offsite power and a safe shutdown earthquake
(SSE).

The containment structure is designed for the full range of loading conditions consistent
with normal plant operation and accident conditions, including the LOCA-related
design loads in and above the suppression pool.

2
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The containment structure is designed to accommodate the negative pressure difference
between the drywell and wetwell and relative to the Reactor Building (R/B)
surrounding.

2. The contaimrent structure and isolation system, with concurrent operation of other
accident mitigation systems, is designed to limit fission product leakage, during and
following the postulated DBA, to values less than leakage rates which would result in
offsite doses greater than those set forth in 10 CFR 100.

3. Capability for rapid closure or isolation of all pipes or ducts, which penetrate the
containment boundary, is provided to maintain leakage within acceptable limits.

4. The containment structure can withstand coincident fluid jet forces associated with the
flow from the postulated rupture of any pipe within the containment.

5. The containm~ent structure is designed to acconmmodate flooding to a sufficient depth
above the active fuel to permit safe removal of the fuel assemblies from the reactor core
after the postulated Design Basis Accidents (DBA).

6. The containment structure is protected from or designed to withstand hypothetical
missiles from internal sources and uncontrolled motion of broken pipes, which could
endanger the integrity of the containment.

7. The containment structure provides a means to charn-el the flow from postulated pipe
ruptures in the drywell to the pressure suppression pool.

8. The containment system is designed to allow for periodic tests at the calculated peak or
reduced test pressure to measure the leakage from individual penetrations, isolation
valves and the integrated leakage rate from the structure to confirm the leaktight
integrity of the containment.

9. The Atmospheric Control System (ACS) establishes and maintains the containment
atmosphere to less than 3.5% by volume oxygen during normal operating conditions to
maintain an inert atmosphere.

There was containment analysis performed subsequent to the ABWR certification, which
identified necessary modeling changes for the certified ABWR containment to ensure the
analysis is bounding. There are three major types of modeling changes that need to be included
in the revised ABWR containment analysis:

* Feedwater line break (FWLB) flow changes

* Decay heat using 2 sigma uncertainty

* Containment vent model

An evaluation of these items was performed under the GE correction action program to
deternmine the cause, extent of condition, and corrective actions to prevent reoccurrence.
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2.2 Containment Analysis in the Certified Design

The following subsections describe the certified ABWR design for the three changes that are
the subject to the LTR.

2.2.1 Feedwater Line Break

BWR plants prior to the ABWR did not evaluate for containment the FWLB shown in Figure 2
as part of the analysis of DBAs. This is because, for those plants it was determined, the
recirculation piping double guillotine break was the most limiting line break (Loss of Coolant
Accident - DBA). For the ABWR, there is no recirculation piping and therefore, the FWLB
must be evaluated for the containment analysis.

The feedwater system side of the FWLB was modeled (Figure 3) by use of a time variant
feedwater mass flow rate and enthalpy directly to the drywell airspace. The time histories of
the mass flow and enthalpy were determined from the operating characteristics of anticipated
feedwater system performance.

The maximum possible feedwater flow rate was calculated to be 164% of nuclear boiler rated
(NBR) flow, based on the response of the feedwater pumps to an instantaneous loss of
discharge pressure. Since the Feedwater Control System would respond to the decreasing
reactor pressure vessel (RPV) water level by demanding increased feedwater flow, and there
was no FWLB logic/mitigation in the certified ABWR design, this maximum feedwater flow
was assumed to continue for 120 seconds. This was based on the following assumptions:

I. All feedwater system flow is assumed to go directly to the drywell.

2. Flashing in the broken feedwater line was ignored.

3. Initial feedwater flow was assumed to be 105% NBR.

4. The feedwater pump discharge flow will coast down as the feedwater system pumps trip
due to low suction pressure. During the inventory depletion period, the flow rate is less
than 164% because of the highly subcooled blowdown. A feedwater line length of 100
meters was assumed on the feedwater system side.

Further analysis for other ABWRs after certification revealed that the sequence of events,
operation of systems and maximum flow time interval assumed in the certified ABWR DCD
containment analysis were non-conservative.

2.2.2 Decay Heat

The certified ABWR DCD long-term containment analysis was performed with decay heat
curves based on GE 7 fuel and ANSI/ANS-5.1 (1979) (Reference 10.2). Additional
uncertainty was not applied to the decay heat curves used in the containment analysis based on
NRC approval of this methodology (Reference 10.3). For certain safety analyses, (e.g.
Emergency Core Cooling Systems LOCA), there was a 2 sigma uncertainty adder that was
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applied to the decay heat curves to ensure conservatism, but this was not done or required for
the long-term containment analysis.

Background and Description of ANS 5.1 Decay Heat Model

The ANSI/ANS-5.1 (1979) standard at the time of the containment analysis for the certified
ABWR DCD had significant technical advantages over previous standards in that it dealt in
great detail with the physics involved and was based oil a significant body of empirical data.
Based onl this standard, GE developed generic decay heat curves to provide a more accurate
assessment of decay heat during DBA. This methodology was described in Reference 10.4,
which was reviewed and approved by the NRC. This decay power curve not only includes
fission product decay heat but also includes other major contributors to post-LOCA heat
generation. The other contributors include decay of actinides and fission heat due to delayed
neutrons.

Decay Heat from Fission Products

The fission product values provided in ANSI/ANS-5.1 are based on the fissioning of the major
fissionable nuclides present in Light Water Reactors (LWRs), i.e., U235, PuL23 thermal and U238

fast. A method is also prescribed for evaluating the total fission product decay heat power from
the data given for these specific nuclides. There are fissions produced from other nuclides,
however, ANSI/ANS-5.1 (1979) assumed that the nuclides other than Pu 23 9 and U23 have the
same characteristics as U235.

Decay of Actinides

Actinides are the heavy elements produced from neutron capture by uranium and plutonium
isotopes. The actinide concentration following shutdown is calculated assuming that at
shutdown the concentration of each actinide is at its equilibrium value. This equilibrium value
is determined assuming no neutron captures by the radioactive nuclide. These assumptions
conservatively result in a higher actinide concentration.

Decay of Activated Structures

The principal structural material in the reactor core is zirconium and it is therefore the principal
source of decay heat from activated structures. Other materials in and around the reactor core
are the steel in the control blades, shroud, and bottom support plate. However, the contribution
to the total decay heat from activation of materials outside the fuel is negligible and is therefore
not included.

Fission Heat Induced by Delayed Neutrons

When a reactor shuts down, the power does not drop to zero immediately. Instead it decays
away with time due to fissions caused by delayed neutrons. The contribution from delayed
neutrons is conservatively determined by assuming a slow blowdown rate, which results in a
smaller void negative reactivity feedback, and hence a slower decrease in the neutron flux
following a LOCA.

Summary

The ANSI/ANS-5.1 (1979) model of decay heat was believed to provide a more accurate
representation than previous models. In developing the decay heat power curve for GE 7 fuel
the ANSI/ANS-5.1 (1979) standard was conservatively applied. Therefore, at the time of the
certification of the ABWR it was believed that the GE 7 ftiel based decay heat curve used in the
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long-term containment analysis was conservative, so the uncertainty (2-sigma adder) was not
included. This is commonly referred to as the best estimate decay heat curves.

Further analysis done based on ANSI/ANS-5.1 (1994), including the uncertainty, has
determined that the decay heat curves using best estimate ANSI/ANS-5.1 (1979) were non-
conservative for long-term analysis due to additional actinides and activation products that
were not included.

2.2.3 Containment Vents

The ABWR drywell is divided into tipper and lower drywells, connected by rectangular drywell
connecting vents. Large break LOCAs [e.g., Main Steam Line Break (MSLB), FWLB] occur
in the tipper drywell. In order to model the drywell as a single volume, it is necessary to
include the drywell connecting vent (DCV) loss coefficients to determine the total vent flow
loss coefficients. See NUREG-1503, Section 6.2.1.2, for additional details. In the contaimnent
analysis for the certified ABWR DCD, the main vent system model did not capture some of the
key features that impact the short-term containment response and thus the pool swell loads.

The ABWR vent system is similar to the Mark III design. The Mark 111 has a weir annulus in
the drywell and 3 rows of horizontal vents to connect the drywell to the suppression pool.
Instead of a weir annulus, ABWR has 10 vertical vents and 30 (3 each) horizontal vents. The
certified DCD model did not properly simulate the horizontal vent portion of the vent system
and incorrectly modeled the vent clearing time. These deficiencies are the major contributor to
the difference between the certified ABWR and the ABWR revised containment analysis
results.

2.3 Revised Containment Analysis Assumptions

2.3.1 FWLB

The feedwater system side of the FWLB was again modeled (Figure 4) by using a revised time
variant feedwater mass flow rate and enthalpy directly to the drywell airspace. As shown in
this figure, however, flow is assumed to continue until the condensate discharge and feedwater
portions of the systems are drained. This eliminates the certified ABWR DCD baseline
assumption of feedwater flow step changing to zero at 120 seconds. The time histories of the
mass flow and enthalpy (Figure 5) were determined from the predicted characteristics of a
typical feedwater system performance. The conservatism of the assumed mass flow and
enthalpies will be confirmed after the detailed condensate and feedwater system designs and
procurement of major equipment are completed (e.g., piping lengths and pump characteristics).

In addition, to provide added assurance of acceptable results, FWLB mitigation is added to the
ABWR design. A break of the feedwater line is detected by instrumentation that measures the
differential pressure between the two-feedwater lines and then confirmnation of high drywell
pressure will enable the logic to trip the condensate pumps (Figure 6). The logic and breakers
will be safety-related to add assurance that only safety-related equipment is credited in the
analysis.
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With this logic, the trip of the condensate pumps will prevent the addition of the condenser
water volume to the drywell. The mass that is assumed to flow from the FWLB will be limited
to the volume in the condensate discharge and feedwater system piping.

In terms of plant safety the consequences of spurious operation of this additional logic is
bounded by the existing DCD analysis. A spurious trip that initiates a trip of all condensate
pumps would be equivalent to the DCD analysis in subsection 15.2.7 "Loss of Feedwater
Flow". A failure of a single breaker would result in a trip of a single condensate pump, which
is a normal operational transient and results in the control systems initiating corrective actions.
During a FWLB a failure of a breaker to trip (i.e., the single failure) can be mitigated by
operator actions at 30 minutes without exceeding the containment design values.

2.3.2 Decay Heat

Subsequent analysis performed by GE after certification determined that additional actinides
and activation products that were not included in the ANSI/ANS-5.1 (1979) standard affect the
decay heat curves. The products, while individually negligible, when summed together are
non-negligible. These summation calculations determined that the inclusion of the actinides
other than U239 and Pu 239 and activation products does not significantly affect short-terrn decay
heat calculations. However, for time after shutdown greater than 1 04 seconds (.- 3 hours), the
effect on total decay heat can be significant. It was determined for best estimate analyses (e.g.
ABWR DCD containment analysis) that do not include the 2-sigma uncertainty adder; the
following guidance should be applied:

T < 103 seconds - no evaluation is required

103 < T < 106 seconds - evaluation recommended - decay heat can increase by 3% to 6%

T > 106 seconds - evaluation required

Table I shows the long-term decay heat inputs for both the certified ABWR DCD and revised
ABWR containment analysis. The certified DCD decay heat was based on the GE 7 fuel best
estimate analyses. In the revised analysis the decay heat is based on a GE 14 core using the
ANSI/ANS-5.1 (1994), which includes contributions from additional actinides and activation
products, with a 2-sigma uncertainty applied.

As shown in Table 1, the revised ABWR decay heat values are more conservative than the
certified ABWR DCD values at all time intervals. A summary of the GE 7 and GE 14 fuel
parameters used for determining the decay heat tables is provided in Table 2.

The decay heat inputs for the short-term analysis are based on ANSI/ANS 5 (1971) with
20%/10% margin. This input is the same for both the certified and revised ABWR analysis and
is not impacted by the required changes for the long-term decay heat inputs.
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2.3.3 Containment Vents

The revised ABWR containment analysis was performed using the DCV loss coefficients and
considering the horizontal vents. The total DCV loss coefficient is based on a summation of
losses. The entrance loss coefficient takes into account for ABWR the biological shield wall is
next to the entrance. The flow loss coefficient accounts for trash racks at the entrance to the
vents to block insulation from entering the vents and flowing into the suppression pool. The
friction loss through the DCV is the maximum pressure loss coefficient due to piping, cabling
and supports routed in the DCV. The exit loss coefficient can be neglected since each DCV is
directly above a Drywell-Wetwell (DW-WW) vertical vent. These flow losses are then
summed and included in the containment analysis model for the DCV.

The dimensions of the horizontal vents were included in the revised analysis and confirmation
of the vent clearing was performed to ensure the revised model was correct.

These modifications were the major contributors to the revised analysis results for the wetwell
pressure and drywell-to-wetwell differential pressures, as shown in Table 3.

2.3.4 Additional Changes

The following additional changes are included in the revised ABWR containment analysis.
These changes were made to incorporate additional lessons learned from operating plant
experience.

Suppression Pool Volume

The water volume in the suppression pool including the vents is required to be equal to or
greater than 3,580 cubic meters, as stated in the Tier I Section 2.14.1. The ABWR revised
containment analyses of scenarios with low initial suppression pool water level were performed
with a smaller water volume (3,455 cubic meters) to ensure analysis/operational margin. This
smaller volume is based on a suppression pool water level of 6.9 meters. The 7-meter water
level is equivalent to the volume of 3,580 cubic meters. The technical specification for
suppression pool water level (LCO 3.6.2.2) is greater than or equal to 7 meters and less than or
equal to 7.1 meters. This is a very tight band to control the suppression pool water level- so
additional margin (0.1 meters) has been built-in to the safety analysis. It is conservative to base
the safety analysis for scenarios with low initial suppression pool water level on a smaller water
volume since this results in higher pool temperatures.

RHR Heat Exchanger

The RHR heat exchanger heat transfer coefficient was increased from 3.7x 105 W/°C to
4.27x10 5 W/°C (approximately 15% increase). The increase was to accommodate the RHR
shutdown cooling requirements needed to support the shorter refueling outages that operating
plants are achieving. The containment analysis used the larger heat transfer coefficient since
this size will be standard for ABWR.

Wetwell Design Temperature

The certified ABWR wetwell gas space design temperature was 104 'C. The containment
structural analysis design value is 124 'C; therefore the Tier 2 DCD is proposed to be revised to
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reflect the higher value. As shown in Table 3, the analysis results are still below the 104'C and
designing the wetwell to a higher temperature is conservative.

3.0 Justification for Changes

The proposed changes to the containment analysis Correct some of the assumptions and ensure
that the calculated pressures and temperatures for LOCA will be conservative. This
containment analysis has confirmed that the containment functional capability/integrity, as
described in Section 2.1 item 1, will be maintained.

As shown in Table 3 the results for the Lungmen FSAR, that also implemented these changes,
are very similar to the revised ABWR results. A contributor to the differences between the
Lungmen and revised ABWR results is the higher initial reactor dome pressure for Lungmen.

The addition of the FWLB mitigation to the ABWR design will provide added assurance that
the revised containment analysis results will remain conservative when detailed feedwater and
condensate system design and procurement work is completed.

4.0 Equipment Qualification

There is no impact on environmental qualification of equipment due to the higher predicted
drywell temperatures and pressures. The qualification of equipment is based on the
containment design pressures and temperatures. The predicted airspace temperature, based on
bounding MSLB flows, exceeds the design temperature for 1.2 seconds and then quickly
decreases to below the design temperature. This is shown in Figure 7. Since it would take
much longer than 1.2 seconds for the temperature of the structure and equipment in the drywell
(e.g. valves) to increase significantly, the drywell equipment and structure remain below the
design temperature. Consequently, qualification for equipment in the drywell to containment
design temperatures and pressures is bounding.

The equipment that is being added for the FWLB mitigation (instruments and circuit breakers)
will be enviromnentally qualified for the predicted environment associated with the FWLB.

5.0 Operating Experience

The addition of the FWLB mitigation logic is the only plant system hardware change resulting
from the revised ABWR containment analysis that could potentially impact plant operations.
The other changes are associated with the analytical model and will not impact plant
operations. To minimize the operational impact of the FWLB mitigation logic, confirmatory
high drywell pressure signal is required to prevent spurious trips of the condensate pumps. In
the unlikely event of a false trip, the DCD transient analysis of a loss of the feedwater flow
(Tier 2 DCD subsection 15.2.7) reflects the ABWR response to the trip. The circuit breakers
that will be used will be similar to the End-of-Cycle Recirculation Pump Trip (EOC RPT)
breakers that have been used on BWRs for more than 30 years.
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6.0 Nuclear Safety Review

As discussed in Section 2.3, the containment analysis in the DCD has three major areas that
must be revised:

FWLB flow changes,

Decay heat using 2 sigma uncertainty, and

Containment vents model.

The revised ABWR containment analysis described in this LTR addresses each of these
concerns.

The proposed changes are consistent with GDC requirements and recommendations based on
operating experience. The proposed changes are based on more detailed analyses and the
current licensing methodology for decay heat. The containment analysis decay heat
methodology changes have been reviewed and approved by the NRC for operating plants. As
described above, the analyses that justified adoption of these changes for operating plants are
also applicable to the ABWR. The FWLB mitigation (safety related logic and breakers) is very
similar to the EOC-RPT that has been approved by the NRC for all BWR 4/5 & 6 plants.

The proposed changes do not involve a departure from Tier I or Tier 2* information. Generic
changes to the ABWR Generic TS are necessary to implement the revised containment
analysis. NRC approval is required to implement the TS changes. The containment analysis
conforms to all SRP requirements (March 2007 Sections 6.2.1, 6.2. 1. I.C and 6.2.1.3) except for
the deviations described in DCD section 6.2.1.1.5.6.

Appendix A provides the justification for changes to the DCD.

7.0 Consistency with ABWR Design Control Document (DCD)

There is no design departure from the Tier 1 DCD. The design changes described in this LTR
are generic changes to the ABWR Generic TS and Tier 2 certified design information. The
proposed changes incorporate the revised containment analysis into the ABWR design
certification. The DCD Tier 2 and the Generic Technical Specifications markups are shown in
Appendix B.

8.0 Descriptions of DCD Markups

The DCD markups provided in Appendix B identify the specific changes proposed by this
LTR. The proposed changes are at the same level of detail as the original DCD.

The bracketed information [ ] in the Technical Specifications is preliminary, pending design
detailing. These brackets are similar to the brackets that are contained in the generic Technical
Specifications in the current DCD.
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8.1 Tier 2 DCD Markups

Tier 2 Appendix 3B and associated table and figures

Tier 2 Subsection 6.2.1 and associated tables and figures

8.2 Generic TS DCD Markups

TS 16.3.6

TS Bases 16.3.6

9.0 Conclusions

The proposed design changes are consistent with the recommendations for containment
analysis performed on operating plants (i.e., 2 sigma adder) and confiml the acceptability of the
containment design, and system performance requirements, and improve nuclear safety.

As discussed more fully in Appendix A to this LTR, the proposed changes will promote
increased standardization. Therefore, GE requests that the NRC amend the ABWR DCD to
incorporate the changes. NRC approval is required for these generic changes to the Generic
Technical Specifications.
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Table 1 Long-Term Decay Heat

Certified ABWR
Shutdown Power
(fraction of rated

power)

Revised ABWR
Shutdown Power
(fraction of rated

power)
Shutdown Time

(secs)

0
0.1
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
2
4
6
8
10
20
40
60
80
100
150
200
400
600
800
1000
2000
4000
6000
8000
10000

1
0.983
0.924
0.739
0.583
0.487
0.332
0.149
0.0685
0.0561
0.0522
0.0483
0.0422
0.0371
0.0345
0.0324
0.0311
0.0289
0.0274
0.0241
0.0221
0.0207
0.0196
0.016
0.0127
0.0112
0.0103
0.00972

1
0.9893
0.9598
0.9304
0.7453
0.4928
0.3382
0.1546
0.07344
0.06049
0.0562
0.052
0.04524
0.03973
0.0368
0.03462
0.03318
0.0371
0.02909
0.0255
0.02347
0.02197
0.02078
0.01706
0.01369
0.01208
0.01114
0.01048
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Table 2 GE 7 and GE 14 Fuel

Parameter Certified ABWR Revised ABWR
DCD DCD

Fuel GE 7 GE 14
Number of fuel assemblies 872 872
Fuel rod array 8 x 8 lox 10
Overall length (inches) 176 176
EOC Core Average 27.4 GWd/MT 27.4 GWd/MT
Exposure
Core Average Time at 3.36 years 3.5 years
Power

Table 3 Analysis Results

Design Design Certified Lungmen Revised
Parameter Value ABWR DCD FSAR ABWR

Calculated Calculated Calculated
Value Value Value

1. Drywell pressure 309.9 kPaG 268.7 kPaG 278.5 kPaG 279.6 kPaG

2. Drywell temperature 171.1 °C 170 0C 176.3 0C 177.3°C *

3. Wetwell pressure 309.9 kPaG 179.5 kPaG 210.4 kPaG 205.6 kPaG

4. Wetwell temperature
Gas Space 124°C ' 98.9 °C 101.7 °C 94.50 C
Suppression pool 97.2 0 C 96.9 °C 92.8 °C 97.1° C

5. Drywell-to-wetwell +172.6 kPaD + 109.8 kPaD + 170.3 kPaD + 172.4 kPaD
differential pressure - 13.7 kPaD -10.7 kPaD -3.72 kPaD - 3.86 kPaD

* Design value is exceeded at 1.2 seconds into the event and then temperature decreases as shown in Figure 7.

The design value of 124°C is used for the containment structural analysis design basis. The revised analysis
results are still below the certified ABWR DCD value of 104'C.
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Appendix A

Justification of Changes to the ABWR DCD
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Justification for Changes to the ABWR DCD

This LTR proposes an exemption from the generic Technical Specifications (TS) in the ABWR
DCD. The exemption to generic TS requires NRC approval. This LTR demonstrates that the
proposed changes meet the requirements for a design certification amendment per 10 CFR
52.63(a).

10 CFR 52.63(a)( 1) provides for NRC approval of changes to a standard certification necessary
to bring either the certification or the referencing plants into compliance with the NRC
regulations applicable and in effect at the time the certification was issued. In addition, 10 CFR
52.63(a)(1)(vi), as approved by the Commission in an affirmation session on April 17, 2007,
allows for a change to a generic DCD if the change "Contributes to increased standardization of
the certification information." As discussed below, the proposed changes to the generic DCD
satisfy these criteria.

The proposed changes involve the implementation of a revised containment analysis that
corrects identified deficiencies in the containment analysis in the ABWR DCD and are
intended to be generic and applicable to all COL applicants that reference the ABWR design
certification. The methodology for decay heat is has been reviewed and approved by the NRC.
The FWLB mitigation (safety related logic & breakers) is similar to the EOC-RPT function that
has been approved by the NRC on all BWR4/5 & 6 plants. Therefore, the proposed changes
satisfy 10 CFR 52.63(a)(1).

At least one prospective COL applicant (i.e., the COL applicant for South Texas Project Units 3
and 4) intends to implement the proposed departures from the ABWR DCD. Furthermore, it
may be expected that other COL applicants will also desire to implement the proposed
departures.

Given the generic nature of these proposed changes and the fact that at least one COL applicant
intends to make the changes, it would contribute to increased standardization if the NRC were
to make a generic change to the DCD to incorporate these proposed changes. Therefore, the
proposed changes satisfy the criteria in draft final 10 CFR 52.63(a)(1)(vi).
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Appendix B

ABWR DCD Sitnificant Tier 2 Marked Changes
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3B Containment Hydrodynamic Loads

3B.4.1 Pressure and Temperature Transients

A LOCA causes a pressure and temperature transient in the clrdvell and wetwell due to mass and

energy released to the drywell. The severity of this transient loading condition depends upon the

type and size ofLOCA. Section 5.2 provides pressure awd temperature transient data in the
dn"i'el nd t'r~vllfiorOn the st seve -e L pC- ease [design basis, accident (DBA)]. This transient

data establish the structiural loadin.g conidiion.. s hi the eo. ai.;..e... Bounding pressure and

temperature envelope curves for large, intermediate, and small break LOCAs are used to establish

the structural loading conditions in the containment.

3B.4.2.1 Pool Boundary Loads

Structures located between 0 and -7m 8.3m above the initial surface will be subjected to impact
load by an intact water ligament, where the 7-m 8.3m value corresponds to the calculated
maximum pool swell height. The load calculation methodology will be based on that approved for
Mark H and Mark III containments ('NUREG-0487 and NUREG-0978).

Structures located at elevations between 4-m 8.3m and 4-0.3m 11 .6m will be subjected to fioth
impact loading. This is based on the assumption that bubble breakthrough (i.e., where the air
bubbles penetrate the rising pool surface.) occurs at -4m 8.3m height, and the resultingfr'oth
swells to a height qf 3. 3m. This froth swell height is the same as that defined for Mark III
containment design, and this is considered to be a conservative value for the'ABWR containment
design. Because ofsubstantially smaller wetwell gas space volume (about 1/5th of the Mark 111
design), the ABWR containment is expected to experience a firoth swell height substantially' lower
than that in Mark III design. The wetwell gas space is compressed b", the rising liquid slug during
pool swell, and the resulting increase in the wethell gas space pressure will decelerate the liquid
slug before the bubble break-through process begins. The load calculation methodology will be
based on that approved for the Mark III containment

As shown in Figure 3B-13 the gas space above the 40.4m 11.6m elevation will be exposed to
spray condition- ineludi4*g which is expected to induce no significant loads on structures in that
region.

As dri-vwell airflow through the horizontal vent system decreases and the air/wiater suppression
pool mixture experiences gravity-induced phase separation, pool upward movement stops and the
"'fallback" process starts. During this process, structures between the bottom vent and the 4-0.-...
11.6m elevation can experience loads as the mixture of air and waterfall past the structure. The
load calculation methodology for the defining such loads will be based on that approved for
Mark III containment (NUREG-0978).
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Table 3B-1 Pool Swell Calculated Values

Description Value

1. Air bubble pressure (maximum) 1337 185.0 kPaG

2. Pool swell velocity (maximum) 6.0 m/s

3. Wetwell airspace pressure (maximum) . 154.0 kPaG

4. Pool swell height (maximum) -7- 8.3m

3B-33 Conlaipnten Hv.drod'nantic Loads
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Figure 3B-13 Schematic of the Pool Swell Phenomenon

Containmnew Hvdrodvnamic Loads
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6.2 Containment Systems

6.2. 1 Containment Functional Design

6.2.1.1 Pressure Suppression Containment

6.2.1.1.2 Design Features

6.2.1.1.2.1 Drywell

The d'Iywcil is designled to withstand the pressure and temperature transients associated with, the
rupture of any primary, system pipe inside the diywell and also the rapid reversal in pressure whOen
the steam in the dy well is condensed by the ECCS flow following post- LOCA flooding of the RP1,V

A vacuum breaker system has been provided between the d -well and wctwell. The pulpose of t/ie
wetweil-to-diywell vacuum relief system is to prevent backflooding of the suppression pool water
into the lower dr, weil and to protect the integrity of the diaphragm floor (D-F) slab between the
drywell and wetwell, and the drywell structure and liner. Redundant vacuum relief systems are
provided to protect against failure of a single systeni. The design dro, well-to-wet well pressure
difference is + 172.6 kPaD and - 13. 73 kPaD. The vacuum breaker sstem is also designed to
Withstand the high temperature associated with the break of a smiall line in the d(Iwell which does
not result in rapid depressurization of the RPT'

The maximum drlywell temperature occurs In case of a steam/ine break (177.3°C). Even
though the maximum airspace temperature is above the design value (Table 6.2-1), it
is only for a short time (about 1.2 seconds). Because it takes a much longer time for
the drvwell structural materials to increase in temperature, the dcrwell structural
materials remain below the design temnperature.( 49. 7°C) and is below the dcsigu. vah_

The maximuim diwell pressure occurs in case of afeedwater linhe break (2-68-.7 279.6 kPaG). The
design, pressure for th/e dwzvell (309. 9 kPaG) includes 11 % 4-6% margin.

No vacuum breaker system is required for the primary contain.mcnet-to-Reactor Builk/ig negative
pressure, which is predicted to be maximum. 4-.8 8.76 kPaG, between the wehoell and the Reactor
Building, compared to the design negative pressure of 13.7 kPaG.

6.2.1.1.2.2 Wetwell

The suppression pool water is located inside the wetwell anllnular region between th/e cylindrical
RPV pedestal wall and the outer wall of the wetwell. The horizontal vent system comniunicates the
diyzell to the suppression pool. The nominal submergence to the centerline of the top rowo of
horizontal vents is 3.5m. The verlical spacing between the centerlines of the horizontal vents is
1.37ni. The centerline of the bottom horizontal vent is 0. 76m. above the bottom of the suppression
pool.

In the event of a pipe break within the diywell, th/e increased pressure inside the dryweil forces a
mnixture of aii; steani and water through/ the diywell con nlectiing vents (DCVs) and horizontal
vents in.to the suppression pool, where the steam is rapidly condensed. The non condensable gases
transporled with thie steamn escape to and are contained in the fire air volume of the wetwell. There
is sufficient water volume in. the suppression pool to provide a minim umn of 0. 61 meters of
subime.gence over the top to the upper row of horizontal vents w/hei water is removed froni. the pool
during post-LOCA drawdown. by the ECCS. Th/is drawdown floods the RPL1 to the steamlines,
floods the lower diyzwell to its drain to the DCV, and provides for water in transit from the break
on its gravity drain back to the suppression pool.

6.2-1
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The wetwell chamber design. pressure is 309.9 kPaG and desigwn temperature is 403-. 1-24 C.

Peiformance of the pressure suppression. pool concept in colndenlsing steam under wa/cr (nmainl
s/camliues through the SRVs) has been demonstrated by the horizontal vent system tests as
described in Appendix 3B.

The SRVs dischar•e s/earn fiom. the relief valves through their exhaust piping- and queu/chers into
the suppression pool. The quencher locations withiui the suppression pool are identified in Figures
1.2-3c, 1.2-13i and 3B-3. Operation of the SRVs is interinitteunt and closure of the valves with
subsequent condensation of steam in the exhauist piping can produce a parial vacuum, thereby
sucking suppression pool wa/er into the exhaust pipes. Vacuum relief valves are provided on the
exhaust pipinig to control the maximum SRV dischamge bubble pressure resultingfr'om high water
levels in the SRI" discharge pipe.

Under normnalplant operating conditions, the maximum suppression pool water and we/well
airspace temuperature is 35°C or less. Under blowdown conditions following aim isolation event or
LOCA, the initial pool water temperature may rise to a maximum of 91'C at 30 minutes
-6 . The conltinued release of decay heat after the initial biowdown may result in suppression
pool temperatures as high as 97.1 -9--.-°C. The Residual Heat Removal (RHR) System is
available in the Suppression Pool Cooling mode to control the pool temperature. Heat is removed
via the RHR heat exchanger(s) to the Reactor Building Cooling Water (RCW) System. and finally
to the Reactor Seivice Water (RSW) S'ystem. The RHR Sysstem is described in Subsection 5.4.7.

6.2.1.1.3 Design Evaluation

6.2.1.1.3.2 Containment Design Parameters

Table 6.2-2 provides a listing of the key design parameters of the primar, containment syslen
including the design characteristics of the dry oell, suppression. pool and the pressure suppression
vent system.

Table 6.2-2a provides thc pemformniance parameters of the related ESF systems which supplement the
design con ditions of Table 6.2-2 for contain mme / cooling puroposes during post-blowdown long-
term accident operation. Peifbrmnance parameters given include those applicable to full capacity
operation amd reduced capacities assu med for con tainment analyses. Analyses calculating long-
term containment response following a main steamline break credited containment
cooling system only, and containment sprays were not used. Analyses calculating long-
term containment response following a feedwater line break used both containment
cooling system and con tainmen t sj)rays.Ap icfses •,•",mla•.i• g ln•g terw centaiwnment 'espnse
follwoing afe-edfwcter- line break antd wnain s/en n:liine break iised containmwent cooling 5siesttem oi',
and eentainimeni sprays werie notý used.

6.2.1.1.3.3 Accident Response Analysis

The containment functional evaluation. is based upon. the consideratioi of several postulated
accident conditions W/hich/ would result in the release of reactor coolant to the conitainm.memit. These
accidents include:

(1) An instantaneous guillotine rupture of afeedwater limc

(2) Aii instantaneous guillotiie rupture of a inmain steaimmiie

(3) Small break accidents

The conitainment design pressure and temperature were established based on enveloping the results
of this range of a.uialyses. plus p.ovidi.g NRC.i:escribed ,,.. gi s.

6.2-2
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For thie ABVVR pressure supprcssionl contaimcnlt system., the peak contlain mcnt pessure followinug
a LOCA is very insensitive to varinations in the size of the assumed primal, syistem rupture. This
is because the peak occurs late in. the blowdown and is determinied in. ver, large part by the
transfer of the noncondensible gases fiomn the dryowell to the wetwell airspace. This process is not

beenlficainthel influenced by the size of the break. In. addition, there is -. an 11 % 4-5-% mnargin
between the peak calculated value and th.e containment design pressure that will easily
accomodate small vaiiatIiowns in the calculated maximulm valuIe.

Tolerances associated with fabrication of the RPV nozzles have been taken into
accoun t in this anahysis.

Toeleimies associated wvithfabrication. an~d installation may result in., the as bitilt. sie oft!he
postlated brieak, arfeas being 5 % greater tMan. the valutes priesented. iný this chapter-. Based. On the
above-, these as-- butil variations would4 not itnvaolidate the plntw safctl' anlalsis piesented. in this

c/lp/e a ChPter 15.

6.2.1.1.3.3. 1 Feedwater Line Break

lIm miiedia telv ,followtinig a double-ended rupture ini. one oft/ic twVom in-afieedwater Ilines just outside
I/ie vessel (Figure 6.2-1), //ieflowfr-omn both sides of/lie break Will1 be 1lmited to theitc aximum,1 il
allow7ed bY citiical flow con~siderations. The effective flow area. on. the RPV side is given, in11
Figuvre 6.2-2. Reverse RPV 1flowt in. the secon~d FVV line is preveuited by'ý check valves shown. ini
Figure 6.2-1. Durin~g the inventory depWleton. pi~iod, subcooicd biowdown. occurs and the effective
flowV area at saturatedi conditiion. islimuch. less thanl the actual break areca.. T/,. detailed
calculationallmethod is provided inl Reference 6.2-1.

The feedwvater system. side of/the feedwater li-ne break (FI14LB) wastmodeled by adding a il/lie
v~ari-ianitfeedwvater miiass flow ra-cte an~d enthalpy directly to the dry well air-space. The time histories
oft/ic mass flow an~d enth~alp,ý Were (le/erittined from. th~e operatinig characteristics of a typical
feedwvater ystemci.

The ;ainu; possible feedWaeterflow ia/c was calculated to be 1641 of n itc/car boiler- rted
(N-BR), based on the respnse of the feedwaiterpitmps to Hie inslaglan~eeos loss of dishaiagie
prefssure. Since tMe Feedwtatp er Contl Systemi will respond, to deerieasinýg PV water level by
deweanding inceiased feedwaer flwand !ere is neo AF LB senisor in. tMe design., this ;ai~nu
ftedwva~er flow woas contsepwatively ass umed to con~nteinue fo420 seconýds (Fgigure 6.273-). This is
very, conservative becau~se:

(4) 411.1tedwwte; system flwis aean to go dii-eet~iv to the dfgrweAL.

(2)Flshinig in the broken fieed waer line wasinrd

+3-3LLLIn-itial reactor power is 102%o NBR.et asasttd ob 0
XTBR.

(2) FWLTB mitigation hias been added to the ABIAR design as described in Section
7.3.1.1.2.

P'H +-He~~~~ feffea '? J9ffrr'7:.J9 ' afse trrfe lx!.4rea~owtashefeaoF)*ssewj

The specific enthalpy time history, assunming the break flow of Figure 6.2-3, is sh7own11 inl
Figure 6.2-4.

6.2-3
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6.2.1.1.3.3. 1.1 Assumptions for Short-Term Response Analysis

The response of the Reactor Coolant System and the Containment System during the sholt-term
blowdown. period of the accident has been analyZed using the following assuIrumptions:

(1) The initial conditions for thc FWLB accident are such that i ey-em. &•:e'• the
containment pressure response is niaximined and the 5yste' mass is henin;iz-d.
That is:

(a) The reactor is operating at 102 % of the rated therimal power; which maxiumizes
the pos-accident decay heat.

(b) The initial suppression pool mass is at the igh 4eo- water level.

(c) The initial wvetwell air space volui.c is at the high water level.

(d) The suppression. pool temperature is the opcratinlg maxin.w. temperature.

(2) The feedwater line is considered to be severed instantaneously. This results in7 t/ihe most
rapid coolant loss and depressurization of the vessel, with coolant being dischaiged
fiom. both/ ends of thc break.

(3) Scram. occurs in less tIhan one second fi'omn receipt of the high diirwell press ire signal.

(4) The main steam isolation valves (MSIVs) starl closing at 0.5 s after the accident. The,
are fully closed in7 the shortest possible time (at 3.5 s)following closure initiation. By
assununing rapid closure of these valves, the RPV is maintainaed at a /igh pressuree,
which. maximizes the calculated discharge of high eneiry water into the dl3,weii.

(5) The vessel depressurization flow7 rates are calculated using Moody 's homogeneous
equilibrium model (HEM) for the critical break flow (Reference 6.2-2). The break area
on the RPVL side for this study is shown in Figure 6.2-2. During the inventory,
depletion period. subcooled blowdown occurs and the effective break area at saturated
conditions is mucih less than the actual area. The detailed calculational nethod is
provided in Reference 6.2-1.

Reactor vessel inlternal heat transfer is modeled by dividing the vessel and internals into
six metal nodes. A seventh. node depends .. i thetfl.id (sait.raed atr s..beoc4ed; liq.id,6
sat.rated steam) .. v..i. g the. node at the ti'me models the reactor fuiel. The
assuwmptions include:

(a) The center of gravity, of each node is specified as the elevation of that node.

(b) Mass of water in system piping (except farfeedwater) is included in initial vessel
inventoty.

(c) Initial thermal power is 102 % of rated power at steady-state conditions with/
corresponding heat balauice parameters whiich con'espond to turbine control valve
constant pressure of 6.85 4,-5 MPaA.

(d) Puim:pe•eat, E~lfwel relaxation and nietal-water reaction heat are added to the
ANSI/ANS-5. 1 (1971) decay heat cuitve plus 20 % tnargin.

(e) Initial vessel pressiure is -7.--34 7.27 MPaA.

(6) There are two HPCF Systenis, on.e RCIC System, and thire RHR Systems in the ABWR.
One HPCF Svstem, ow~ RC4C System anpd twon RU-R SýYskte;s aie assumed to be
availablc. HIP. CF flow c annot. begin. w:nil 36 secontds after a break, and, then. theflow-
rate is afutnction ofthie vessel to!etdldfeniaprsu. Rated HPCF flow is12

6.2-4
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nr3,i1t pet- s5'slefn a 8.12 MAL.D anid 72 7 mnK'h., per s'ys/ewnaw 0. 69ALR-O. Rated R4MJ
.l 1 4 954 -&,'h atu 0.28 MDaD wzoi/h shlw/tff. head of 1.55 ALW, D. Rated RC4C flow is

S.-... 8 ..... / wi .h , ......r .... .bewee. 8.12 A.I.. . an.d 1.0 1 MACj, a.d ssle .. .

shuts dowr.n at 0.34 MPLaC.These systems are not modeled since the time
interval analhzed for short-term is approxiamtelh the same time as the
response time of associated systems injections into the RPV.

(7) Drywell and wetwell airspaces are homogeneous mixtures of inet atmosphere, vapor
and liquid water.

(8) The wetwell airspace temperature remains in equilibrium with the
suppression 1)ool temperature The wet.ell ai'space te.mpeiwat..e is allow.ed. to e..eee
the stppression Pool etleperwae as deterotined by a mass amd energy balance en t.e

(9) Wetvwell and dryVwell wall anad structure heat transfer are ignored.

(10) Actuation of SR Vs is modeled.

(11) WVetwel-to-diywell vacuum. breakers arc not modeled.

(12) Drwell and we/well sprays and RHR cooling mode are not modeled.

(13) The dynamic backpressure model is used.

(14) Initial d&7yweli conditions are 0. 107 MPa, 5 7°C. and 20% relative humidity.

(15) Initial wetwell airspace conditions are 0.107 MPa, 35°C and 100 % relative
humidity.

(16) The drywell is modeled as a single node. All break flow into the dy ywell is
homogeneously mixed with the diwell inven.tory.

(17) Because of the unique containmen.t geometry of the ABWAR, the inert atmosphere in the
lower diywell would not transfer to the wet/well until the peak pressuire in the diywell is
achieved. Figure 6.2-5 shows the actual case and the model assumption. Because the
lower drtywell is connected to the drywell connecting vent, no gas can escape fiom the
lower d&ywelU until the peak pressure occurs. This situation. can be compared to a bottle
whose open'in'g is exposed to an atmosphere with an. increasing pressure. The contents of
the lower drywell will start transferring to the wetwell as soon as the upper dr twell
pressure stails decreasing. A con.servative credit for transfer of 50 % of the lower drlywell
contents into the wetwell was taken.

6.2.1.1.3.3.1.2 Assumptions for Long-Term Cooling Analysis

Following th.e blowdown period, th.e ECCS discussed in Section provides zoater for core flooding,
containment spray, and long-term. decay heat reinoval. The containment pressure and temperature
response duli7ig this period was analyzed using the following assuniptions:

(1) There are two HPCF Systems, one RCIC System, and three RHR Systems in
the ABIAR. All motor operatedc pump systems (HPCF and RHR) are assumed
to be available. HPCF flow cannot begin until 47 seconds after a break, and
then the flow rate is a function of the vessel-to-wetwell differential pressure.
Rated HPCF flow is 182 mi/h per system at 8.12 MPaD and 727 m"/h, per
system at 0.69 MPaD. Rated RHR flow is 954 nm"s/h at 0.28 MPaD with shutoff
head of 1.55 MPaD. The EGGS p,-- ps a& available as sspec.fied in S..bseetio.

6.2-5
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6.3.1.1.2 (exc-vept one law pifssnwrefloedePrftedhg a broke:.eftedwa!ei IHue, in. case of a-
PLB%). A sing'lefailure of one RHR heat exchanger was assmcdfor conservatism..

(2) The ANSI/ANS-5.1-1994 deca, heat plus 2-sigma uncertainty is used. Fission.
enner'gy, fitcl relaxation. hcat, an'd puitp hcat are in'cluded.

(3) The s-upprcssion pool is the oa , hea! sin.: availafble in the cOtai'eut. sstem volume
corresponds to the low water level; however, the wetwell airspace volume
used corresponds to the suppresion pool at the high water level.

(4) After 30 minutes, one RHR heat exchanger is activated to remove energy via
recirculation cooling of the suppression pool and one RHR heat exchanger
is activated to remove energy, via drhwell sprays with the RCW System and
ultimately to the RSW Systemr. After 10 ,,inutes, th.e ,.,R heat exchangers am.
acfft iira t.ed~ toQ rewn.ve ene.'g, via Ffri -rculaton f cooelinig of the sippression, pool with the

per-iod. (see ;response !o Qii:5esin. 430.26).

(5) The maximnum. serice Water temperature is assn med to be 35'C. This is a conseivati .ve
assivmnlito that mna ximin17es the sup/ression. pool tem~perat-ure.

(6) The lower d.,)Nellflooding Of---5--mwas ass:umed to 0661f
Dring- the blowdown phse a ýe J~~ti t)ofbah~flew flowvs
is conservative, since lower- dr,'welifleeding woill, ppwbcbb9
to 120 seconqd time peieod is not modeled.

i " 70 seconids aýfter sere.
into the. lowe•r idwell. Ti.LI-

.........................

(7) Structural heat sinks are modeled in the containment system. At 70 seconds.
the feedwt~iei speeific enthaiph becomes '118. ?f'g (4002G sat ::ratinfluid enthaiphy).

6.2.1.1.3.3.1.3 Short-Term Accident Responses

The calculated con.tain.ment pressure and temperatu're responses for afeedwater line brcak are
shown in Figures 6.2-6 and 6.2-7.. respectively. The peakh p..essre (268.7 kPaG) an. .
temI3raftur- (I 402G) occutr in, tke di,'well. TI4e cotimndesign. piessure of 309.9 l:PaC is
115 % of the peal. ppressure.

The dirwell pheissuriz*tion. is driveii by the wetwell pressnriiatien fori stable peaks. The wet well
presurzatonis a fufnction~. of "l.e ;;:io parameters:

(1) The incewased. wetwell 'i Waseaue bj the addition. of diywellai

10ý~ nrsso of the airspace vol ::n:e dime to hicewased si:ppression peel vehuim.
%--I - l .. 1. - .. .

Th.e suppression poel volue incease is catsed by !h.e liquid a.ddition, to M.se conta, in. !" s.stem.
fromt Me~ broken fteiedater line. Contribition of ths I aI et.rs to ?eetwvellpiwss::rz-ation is about
80 % byý te increieased air mass, 15 % by Ote~ eempiession. effects, andW 5 % by Ote incrieased vapor

parialprssue.Once air callyverg&fivn the dfrOeUl is comnpleted, tMe wetwfell. and, sutbsequtently,
Mhe diyzeell pressure peak occursv~ asg- theI- v10oluetrie cotpression. is completed and th~epool volu;ife
begins lo decriease d::e to the diwwdown.t efftects otfthe EGCS flowt. Since tlte sitppression. peet
vohutnte continutes to decriease as the ECCGS flow continues, the shotei4.prewtwSSurfe peal: is the peal:
pressure for the IWtn . The containment .ressure response (Figure 6.2-6) covers the
pool sw"ell Phase of the short-term containment respon.se. The drywell pressure peaks

6.2-6
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soon after bubble breakthrough as the break flow continues to push the drywell air to
the wetwell. The wetwell pressure also continues to climb after this phase as the air
carryover from the diDell continies.

The peak values shown in Table 6.2-1 are not based on the short-term FPvLB event
results.

6.2.1.1.3.3.1.4 Long-Term Accident Responses

In order to assess the adequacy of the contain7mn.0t system following the initial blowdown
tranusient, an analysis was made of the long-teri tcmperaicture and pressure rcsponse following the
accident. The analysis assumptions are thosc discussed in Subjection 6.2.1.1.3.3.1.2.

The uqntg-term pressure peak (2684 279.6 kPaG) of Figurc 6.2-8a is the peak pressure for
the whole transient. Figure 6.2-8 shows temperature time histories for the suppression pool,
wztwell, and diwwell temperatures. The peak pool temperature (-96-9 97.1 C) is reached at
45-35; 8596 seconds (4--262.39 hours) and remains below the 97.2°C limit.

6.2.1.1.3.3.2 Main Steamline Break

A scheniatic of the ABWAR main steamlines, with a postulated break in one of the main
steanlines, is sh/own in Figure 6.2-9. The main. sleam'li.ic (MSL) break is a double-ended break
with one end fed by the RPV directly /trtough the broken line, and the other fed by the RPV I/through
the uibroken main steailines until the MSIVs are closed. Once i/i VISIVs are closed, the break

flow7 is oil firom. the RPVIthrough the broken line.

The effective break area used for the A'ISL is sh/ow0 iiin Figuire 6.2-10. More detailed descriptions of
the MISL break model are provided in, thic following:

(1) Each. MSL contains aflow limiter built into Ih.e MSL uozzle on the RPV with a throat
area of 0. 09831n 2, as shoion in Figure 6.2-9.

(2) The break is located in one MSL at the inboard MSIV

(3) During the inventory depletion period, the flow inultiplier of 0. 75 is applied
(Reference 6.2-1).

(4) The flow 'resistance of open. MSIVs is considered. A conseivative va/le of 2.062 for
pressure loss coefficient for two open. A'ISIVs was taken. The nomi-nal value is
approximately 3.0. W/ien the open. ,ISJV resistance is considered, the flow chokes at the
MSIV on the piping side as soon0 as the inventon, depletion period ends. The effective
flow area on the piping side reduces to 70 % of a fiictionless piping area. The vahle of
70 % applies to flozo of steam and too- phase 'mixture with grcater than 15 % quality.

This assumption. is quite conseivative because all other resistances in piping are
ignored and the flow in cthe steanmine within a one to two second period is either all
steam or a two-phase mixture of much greater than 15 % quality.

(5) MSIVs are completely closed at a consewvative closing tinie of -.5 5.0 seconds
....... . . ji, t....... ........ 4 a . les e t e Phis in............... 9.4..-. in order to

maximize the break flow.

6.2.1.1.3.3.2.1 Assumptions for Short-Term Response Analysis

The response of the reactor coolant system and the containment system during the shilo-term

6.2-7
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blowdown. period of the MSLB accide.t is analYzed using the ass.mfptions listed in. the above
subsection. and S'vbsection 6.2.1.1.3.3.1.1 for the feedwater line l)reak, with the following
exceptions:

(1) The vessel depiiessuizi-aliei onefiow tes arie calculated uising the Moody s 1-JEM for theI+ T' . .. . dia. ..... 2q,2 , 1 ..... ÷ . ... .. I.,1,÷ . .. .. .+I, tg. `.'ew,,I/ X..+.

H) ii e 11f4twe Ste/) vat've etese's tW, U.ýz seeetw..+ t . . . . .• . .. . . .
ike RXý bw does nal affeei ýhe wvenlei), debleiien lime eýt. Me bibine -side.

-•3))(1) The break flow is saturated steam until the two-phase level swell reaches the
main steam nozzle in two seconds, thereby changing the flow quality to the
RPV average quality. This provides the highest drvwell pressure and
temperature. The breed: flow is sat::.ted stea, if th:e £DV col!ased water level is
below the .. L eTevatioq; othe..ise. the flow qualify is tMe vessel average quality. This
case p'ovides the liwiti u2g .4.ywell te..,per tw,.

Another ease was evalitated with Mhe ass umptiian that the twoe phase level swell woldd
rieach. the main steamt nozzle in. one second, threwhy ch~aqT gibte flow qualit~y to the

PrP;Davetwg~e quality aftfer one secontd. This case provoides a. high~er dt,?well priessitie bt
a lgzowe d..w.ell te,,pert• u t•ha.. , thefirst 1 su,., .

f4kT-hejFeedw&ater m;ass flow rate for a AML breah was assumed to be 130 % ABR for- 120
seconds. This is a standar-d AMSL1 break oenitain.:n~ew analysis assi.;;:ptin. based on. a
fefnsefwative esi at of thetoal available feedwaete inventor, anod the nmaximwwa: flo
available fromp Pthefeedwoater-PunPs with dischapgie prlessrequa to th . RP1 pressiire. T-h~o.
ftededwtel enth a 6&y was calculat~ed as described foor the P41 break (S::bseetion. ) for 1:30 %
NBR flow, and is shown in. Figure 6.2 44.

45(92) The SRVs are not actuated.

6.2.1.1.3.3.2.2 Assumption for Long-Term Cooling Analysis

The conttainnen7t pressure and teimpferature response durintg the period following blowdown. is
analyzed using the assumptions listed in Subsection 6.2.1.1.3.3.1.2 with the following
exceptions:

(1) After 30 minutes, the RHR heat exchangers are activated to remove energ,
via recirculation cooling of the suppression pool with one division of RHR
and suppression pool cooling with another division of RHR. This is a
conservative assumption, since the RHR design permits initiation of
containment cooling well before the 30-minute time.

(2) Feedwater flow coast down ends when the inlet temperature drops below the
expected peak suppression pool temperature. The integrated enthalpy is as
described in Figure 6.2-11. This break-off is conservative in order to limit
water into the system that would tend to lower the peak suppression pool
temperature.

6.2-8
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6.2.1.1.3.3.2.3 Short-Term Accident Response

Figures 6.2-12 !t!wt'ig/- "6.2 1-5-and 6.2-13 show the pressure and temperatUire .responses of the
d&wcUl and wctwell during the blowdown. phase of the steam/inc break accident.

The MSLB with two-phase blowdown starting at two seconds provides the highest peak
drvwell temperature. The peak dlrvwell temperature is 177.3°C, above the design valtue
of 171.1 'C. Even though the maximum airspace temperature is above the design
value, it is onlyv a short time (about 1.2 seconds). Because it takes a much longer time
for the d,,vell structural materials to increase in temperature, the d~ywell structural

wa.terials, remain• ,J•,lw he,, s n,, teml •,J• Latu . Thi• M-X• B• I 0- ILJ-14ji,* evpt Fnr
peak drvwell temperature. The FWLB is the most limiting for drvwell pressure.

Thie MS9LI woith twtoophase bleowdefown staing when. the PRPleeolapsed, level is 191 the mi
sleandine nozepiivides the highes peak doyieell temtpera/arie. The peak diyioell lefn9peiate is
!169. 70C, below Mhe design. ivahe of] 71. 1 'G anod is the lintitioig one (is eomparied, lo 0the ILB
peak lemnperat are. The peak. dpywell pressure fier Me AL&LB iemabins be/ow that for the FI'VB,
which. becoenes M!e most ! iia

6.2.1.1.3.3.2.4 Long-Term Accident Response

Figures 6.2-14 and 6.2-15 show the pressure and temperature responses of the dir-vell
and wetwell for the long-term phase of the steamline break accident.

The long-term MSLB provides the highest peak wetwell pressure. This peak value
remains below the design limit (Table 6.2-1).

Th4e lonig teivn contatilwentý prIesstre and. teýemperture ~esposes folligowng the AISLB acecident
wmetiffn belo toe frtefdwater, linte brieak, whieh is tMe most li~ntitiiag event.

6.2.1.1.3.4 Accident Analysis Models

6.2.1.1.3.4.1 Short-Term Pressurization Model

The analyticali models. assumptions and methods used to evaluate the containiment response
during the reactor blowdown phase of a LOCA are described in Refcrences- 6.2-1 and .22 6.2-3.

6.2.1.1.3.4.2 Long-Term Cooling Model

Once the RPV blowdown phase of the LOCA is over; a fairlj, simple model of the di ywell and
wetwell may be used. Diuring the long-terin post-blowdown transient, the RHR cooling system flow
path is a closed loop and the suppression pool mass will be constant.

The analytical models, assumptions and methods used to evaluate the containment response
during the long-tcrm cooling phase of a LOCA are described in Reference 6.2-3.

6.2-9
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6.2.1.1.4 Negative Pressure Design Evaluation

Du'in.g normal plant operation, the ine-ted wetwlIl and the d, Vwell volumes remain at or slightly
above atmospheric conditions. However; certain, events in the conftainment cause depircssurization
tra'nsients that can create a negative pressure differen-tial across the diaphragm floor and iowcr
dr, weii access tunnels (negative means the wctwell pressure is greater than the dyvwcll pressure)
and a negative pressuire differential across the dryw7ciii and the wetwlil walls (negative means the
Reactor Building pressure is greater than the contain-ment /Pressure). Vacwuum relicffn.nction. is
,necessary in order to limit these negative pressure differentials within design values. The events
which cause the containiment depressurization are:

(1) The d&Rywell/wetwell sprays are inadverlently actuated during normal operation..

(2) The dlweUii is dep ressurized following a LOCA.

(3) The Zwetwell spray is actuated subsequent to a stuck open, relief valve (SORV).

However, the design/expected operating conditions preclude the first event
(inadvertent DW spray during normal operation). There are features on the ABAW\R
that prevent the initiation of the RHR mode of the ddrwell spray(s) during normal
plant operation. The first is an interlock on the dlrwell spray injection valves that
requires high drlwell pressure to be present before the valves are allowed to be
opened. Mso, there is a time delay in the logic that will allow initiation of drvwell
spray 60 seconds after the drvwell high pressure signal (2 psig) is received. In
addition, the RHR system can only be manually initiated in the dih}rwell spray mode
fr-om the main control room by two methods, both requiring two indepen.dent actions.
Therefore, the probability of a spurious initiation of (hrvwell spray during normal plant
operation is ver' remote.

Diywell depressurization following a #I4ZB-LOCA results in the severest pressure transient i7n the
dryweil; this transienut is therefore used in sizing the Wetweil-to-Drywell Vacunum Breaker System
(WDVBS). Th.e most severe depressurization in the wetwell is caused by wetweli spray actuation
subsequent to a stuck open relief valve. The analysis of this transient shows that the Prinimjy
Containment Vacuum Breaker System (PCIVBS) is not required.

6.2.1.1.4.1 Wetwell-to-Drywell Negative Differential Pressure

The VVDVBS is sized to keep the differential pressure between th.e dryweUl and wetwoell within the
negative desigp values for the PCV, diaphragm floor; and tunnels duriing all operating and
accident transients.

Without the VVDVBS, the post-LOCA d-tywell pressure 'may decrease to the saturation pressure
(20.6-27.5 kPaA) of the diy well spray flow or the break flow out of the RPV and the wetwvell
pressure may be still awrou.nd 275.6 kPaA, creating the negative pressure differential close, to 275.6

6.2-10
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kPaD. The primary pi upose of the VVDIVBS is to prevent such a largc negativecprcssurc differential
behteen. the dnwell and wctwcll. In. addition, the 17VDIB'S can. hold the dry7well pressure above the
negative design pressure of the PCV liner. ThIs is achievcd by the transfer of air from the wetwcll
to the dr),well.

Two LOCA events are analyzed to check the adequacy of the WDVBS design. They are:

Event 1: ECCS reflood folloAing a LOCA (FWVLB) and actuation of the DW sprays
without actuation of the WW sprays.

Event 2: Small Steam Line Break (0.00093 in-2 ) with DW spray actuation and
without actuation of the WW sprays.

During a LOCA (FWrLB or SSLB) event, the air initially in the dýwvell will be purged
into the wetwell air space and the (Irwell will be filled with mostly steam. During this
period, the wetwell will be pressurized due to air flow fr'om the d&yvell, and the
dr.vwell will experience a rapid depressurization due to steam condensation when the
dlvwell spray is inititaied. Without IATDVrBS, relatively cold break flow which occurs for
the FWVLB when the RPV is flooded with ECCS wateror during drywell spray flow could
result in a negative pressure differential exceeding the design value of 13.7 kPaD. The
primary purpose of the W, DVBS is to keep the negative pressure differential between
the dcrwvell and wetwell within its design value. In addition, the WATDVBS can hold the
drvwell pressure above the negative design pressure of the PCV liner. This is achieved
by the transfer of gas from the wetwell to the d(Ivwell through the WADVMBS.

For each of the two LOCA events identified above, an event scenario is developed such
that the WXVW-to-DW negative pressure differential is maximnized.

For Event 1, the following assumptions are made:

(1) The RPPV is initially in a hot standby condition with negligible decay heat
generation.

(2) The initial pressure for both the DW and WVWV is 101.1 kPaA.

(3) The initial relative humidity for both the DW and WW is 100%.

(4) The initial temperature for the DW and WIN is 57.2°C and 35°C, respectively.

(5) The service water temperature for the RHR is 15.6°C.

(6) HPCF and RCIC flow taken fr'om the condensate storage tank at 15.6°C.

(7) The ECCS is comprised of 2 HPCF, 1 RCIC, and 3 RHR (2 containment sprays -
Divisions B and C, and 1 LPFL) - no single failure in ECCS.

(8) The DW spray is initiated when the WW pressure peaks. Since peak WrW occurs
before 2 minutes into the event, the DW spray is assumed to initiate at 2 minutes.
The design precludes initiation of the DW spray before 2 minutes.

(9) The vacuum breakers are fully open when the WWN pressure is 3.45 kPa higher
than the DW.

For Event 2, the assumptions are the same as Event 1, except for the following:

(1) The RPV is initially at 102% of rated power.

6.2-11
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(2) Scram occurs, concurrent with occurrence of 0.00093 n- small steam line break.

(3) The DWX sprlay is initiated when the WWXV pressure peaks. Since peak WWV pressure
does not occur within 30 minutes into the event, the DIX spray is assumed to
initiate at 30 minutes. This assumption is based on the premise that the operator is
expected to initiate containment cooling with the DXW spray at latest at 30 minutes
into the event.

(4) For this event, an additional sensitivity case was analyzed by assuming 106.52 kPaA
for the initial DW and W"W pressure and 20% relative humidity for the DWV.

The two LOCA events were analyzed by assuming that one of eight vacuum breakers in
the WDVBS is out of service. The total vacuumn breaker flow area is characterized by
the ratio A/'/k, where A is the actual flow area of the vacuum breaker and k is its
pressure loss coefficient. The value of A/A k is calculated to be 0.82 m" with one
vacuum breaker out of service. The calculated negative pressure differential between
the wetwell and dlrvwell for the two events is 3.86 kPaD which is well below the design
value of 13.7 kPaD; the adequacy of the X\DNVBS design is confirmed. The pressure-
time histories for Event 1 are shown in Figure 6.2-17.

,aa:.rencn.IshI fP.'u n' .'o~ I/v 000 'S '

(1) The diyupell to wetwell negative di~ftwotialpriessitw shall be less than 1:3.7 kP-aC. This
liftlits tMe legative pressurpe dtfftrenttial aicross the diaphiragu;floor. unnes and the
pedestal

i t• ; rl'•1 I 11 • 1-1 T'b "1 1" ." e 1 111 1 *1 1 • • 1 /3 /• r/•1-

f , o1act (Iwe O rfoe lReactor jsu::.tatm- neeganve or)essiipe shatt ge tess than 4:4.;7 MUM,~~ +*ns
0 0 1

• 1 1 11 * .. p .7 • . .

'aumnen orfecs Me 4-" lfinei; ioimon. on etie uraef op oemo oppfe~ ef/heco~a
1 ." 1 J

Diy~oeU depriessurizaton. is cauised two inajoe ns

1 Post LOC.4 d..we. dep1.ssupi.a•tio..

fz)Inaavferfew a.;;'weeu Spra-' acfitiaun ainn • or- a oiofotei; oewon.

Thefiormer- causes a much, larger deprepssur~ization in the dr',wieAl; this depressurizaton. would
becoeme the most saeoew.ýf a break occurr~ied ini a feedwoaite line. HenUe to z~ he feedwtoier linie break post
LOG! transient is the !bimmitiig event for thke shioig of the 14PVB.S. Aellowiniog the break, the

presuizaio,of the diywoe" caose the aoqIr 4P in to he d)rvwekll to be P m ged intýo the whetwl isae
leavioig the dpywell full of steam. Subsequent ondnain of this steam. b~ coýed ECCGS flow
through. the brea-,k results ino th dpesuizaion of the clrvwell. This depesrzto forllows the

geneal reud sown. in AqFigure

As the RP;V is reflooded, the EGGS flow begn tocsae don~ throgugh tMe break anid into tMe
drywell, cauising thme iniitiaql dpy'well depressrizt-ation. (R-egioni I in. Figurie ). The prssure
difftwpifial betwoeen. the diyweell and wietwell caulses sutppressionf pool woater tofliow into the drf well.,
acecelertwing ihedyel depr1ssuizationi rate eveinfifoh~ev (Region. 14). W'Ven. tMe pressure dtfferene7
between the dirvwoel and wektwell. reaches a predetermained soetpin, th~e !APVBS opens, alleowing the
fllow of air bac int th Idmywfelb, thus slowing downt its depressurizationi, and efoentuially rieahing
ag seadl state (Region. IL9). As cani be obseireed, the iptaxim umn negative pressure differential
between theo- H,"MPwletwell anid dr~iwell occurs during the clepressariziation. of th~e dirvwell anid can be
controlled by p);oper sizing of the W4DIVBS.

Dmywfell to Rea etof -Bml4i. og s difierentiaqls ecaB1 exist

B-i 7

04hoP. P.P. hogth. d'w!
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depressurizatioon and the steaidy state conitdioin whicht takes place as the diywoell priessure
approaches the wetwell Pss..The.. A d ywell4 and. wetw.ell, pressres decease slightl below the

initial con~itanunent. piessure becaiise ithe steam. condenses duie to the drYwell spiniy or the cold brieak
flgow as the air is evenly distributed int the PGVL

Limiitin conditionis arie selected such that the initial diywell depiressrizatiion is the ;nost sevwere.
This determnines the 14ID BS size to meet the diry well, to wetwoell ntegative designo priessurew
riequiqrement. Thefollowing. ease wtas foun~d to býe the limPitig ne

(1)Nodecay heat int the RPEP as won/cl be the case during a hot standby condition (o
1;eacM~lor iokini)

(2) ANo di ywell sprays.

(3) Maximum o break floow.

('I) No pool, cooling.

(5) Maxi-nnmp alloweable weltwell temperaturie prior to L 001.

(6) E-GGS flow taken? fr~omp the con~denisate steoige tanik at 1:5.6 0 G.

(7) The EGGS is comprised of 2 IPGAs, 1 RIC-C, and 3 RdiWJ LPFLs (nto single failurew in

EGGS).

Additionally, the limiting eventt anid conitioins woere considered fort the PC~i'egative design.
piressntie riequi.: rement on. the dryweell part during steady state opeoatieons. The lpimiting evem-t is the
samte as the one above anid all conditions arie the satme exlcept Mtht the wehtwell sp~ay was atqeivatied.

The)folowoing assutmptionfs wter~e made drin~~gg the analysis moodel:

( 1) Sutppression 1)001 and wetwell airspatce temperatures prior to theLOGA are =350G-.

9JMin imint urecndensate storage tank temperaturie is 15.6'0G.

(3) Mlaximum combinationi of HPGFr RGIG an~d LPFLfowvs is 41316 nt§',h and reomagim at
this value, tkrouitghout the event.

(41) Any liqutid fliow into the dryweell, riemainis in the do-nwell, airsace..

IWhen. the drywell pres-si urefirs5t droips below the wetwoell priessurte, the following eon~dtttons exist in the

(1) Pressure int the diywoell is 271.6 W&a4.

(2) Pr~essure in the wetwelol is 27-3.6 lzaA.

(3) Doywell, T-emperature is 130.1 0 G.

(1) Wetwfell tem-peraiture is 93. 'PG.

(5) Relative humidity in th~e dywoell is 1001%.

(6) Relative humiit iy i n the. wpetw, e.i. i s -12. 9%.

(7) Hleight, of woater in the su pprfession pool is 7. 62mu.

6.2-73
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(8) f-Spiiss

(9)Hekigli./of

.... Pool .e..peth... e is 51.54 7 .

wale). in. Mhe horizon/cd vela veilical pipes is 7.5 mn.

finlers of :;np"ofqalue /0g /hs iransienl aie:

ofj ....e snp.., ~sian. pool (woeifwell side) 506. 6if

I0 n P J+ I [ -,- IJ I I. II -2

j..f) lutal-flo 0 -, Veit -f -7

0) Lee dNw,.. -i.e...i....i . _J~ 6 4 .4 .

- -- - - -. * - / -ll /J1 71, /1 1 I
, - , , . , , "M It - , "'- , , - 01.

/ f • T T 7 I . .
(6) n-.69kP-.a I awd hdiv ohen a/ :3,43kPaP.

The oaeit* k~.beak size is eharweletized bY Mhe re/jo

wkeoie A is Mhe ac/na/flow area of/he vacmtin. breaker and ki i/s piessitoe less coefficeient. W'ien.

Mke ealeulated negative pressnpre d~fferen./ial is 9.8 kPaD be/oeen /h~e we/wvelland drwiell. The
presure :m~ hisone are Shown. in, Fgigure . Thus, aq 14P;BS effte/iv~e areva of 0. 7 7mn-2is1'deqwitaie-

/0 a/sf' kedrywell to wve/well. nega/ive design. priessmre rieqiirýHewes &f 1:3.7 kWaD.

With Mke I'VD1BS size detertmied above; the PCI;' negative design. ppressure on. Ihe drywiiell side is
checked. This analhsis uiflizhes the we/wtell spray im order- to miniminne ike woehtelb/drvelprsu

Figre how th prssue Pine hisiopies for !h~e we/wvell an~d dtrvwell. 14 should be no/ed /kal no
dowslie depr~essriz. ation occurs beeause /Me !AD;ZBS has sitffifien./ siz:e le pieven./ Ike mi/mia rapid
depressmiz-aiin.en. thýe don'well. hin addiiion., the we/well airspace contains a large afflnft?0 o~fair.
and Ithe we/wel sp- aait, iless khan. 45 % of/the dr,'well breakfltow capacity. The lowte5/

coua~nnen pessurie, an~d tlrs ihe maiu PIt eac/or Buildin~g neglive prssure, occurs
dn:tpig the steady state ened of/he transient. Thefinal, pressurpe becomes lower- than the iqitial

cona n~entprssrebec...auise Mhe dprywelb,'weivwell sprays decrease the vao a~ rsueantd,
cool the air in the PC;'as /ke ;'-DB eqal.e thepressitre :n Me diywell to that in the woetwell.

The maimumw n wa/ie pfiesswie is 5.9 kPaC for- Ahe diyzwell an~d we/well, whiek. satisfies the PCI7

ntegatiive desilgn pressurle lieqiuireftenti of 13. 7 kpaCG.

1441h a- tyical vacnuum breaker diapueterep of 50.8 cpm and, a fltow loss coefficient (k) of 3, /Me required

?iumoter 0 wetwehoe to c/i ywell vacnnitn. break.ers is eigtz/ wtm.:ctm eonsis/ers One s;.nbtjamtnrfle in. thle
;V2pVBS. The Ioafo!rafor- eight vacuum"IP breaikerso is 1 53U-2

1!aeituwtn brieakers arie in/.entded to be swiog ekeek t".e valves which open. passitoe4 dute to negative
differiential ppwssure (we/wvell gaqs space priessurle greater. than. /he dolwell. pressure) across the valve
dish, and, requtie no6 emternal power. /0 atqc/nae Mhew. ThsA ale r installed horizontqally
loa/aing in. woetwel gas space, one vatlve per penetrfatin (through. pedestal woall) opening iw/o lower

6.2-14
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drvwell. This pos:t:on ben tio " protects .. a........... beke .valves f.... being s.bjec.ed teo " li"
presur loading- dAring LOCA stea.n. tcondenis&tiOn pep od. Position, loctIiono hs vs boith

axviath~ and 0azifffWh~allh. arie showii in., Figwres 1.2.3c and 1.2.13A.-

hn view6t that these vaeqtw it breaher valves mwc located in the wetwell gas space, they can. be subjected-
to loads duie to pool swell duini~g early phase of a Moss of coolant aecident. The eaonin~owe men~esign
will ! vd etrs as afpfpropiate, which will protect these valv~es frqm. aI)Iplicable loads dute to-
pool Swell. Forf exawple, the d~esigiin ay include feturems which ppotect the valves by deing
catwalk structure below the vpalves as at solid plate of sitfflceint mare assrinig corn)lete structurllf
shiedigofvcm brea.er wh Ich- .... - lpcated (appr.oxima t el,) . w6 a ab. ove the.a . w a- h .pla I t or

fromt possible direct, pool swell impactl loafds, as well cis pfrotection from. possible zvater fullback
"I;c~ ter i4ýd with . flow mwonnd edges of solid catwpiAlk. area. The COL applicanit willrve h issuep

ýof rvidin~g appr~o-priatqe si-truc~t irafeaturiies pootecting these valves fromf pool, Swell loadWs a
pr~oIpse to Mhe AWC staff an afppro~piiate design foer assuring that these valves are protiected
adequately. Th-ostutue shielding will be designed for pool swell loads detemined based en. the
wethodologn; approqved for Alaiii 1-1,4W desi~gns. Forv design.p of strumctnral shielding featres, pool,
swell loaids to the maximumo pmectial extent wilb eed. Seep Subs-rgetio foGOL license

6.2.1.1.4.2 Wetwell-to-Reactor Building Negative Differential Pressure

Since the VVDVABS meets the PCI/negative design. pr-essit-e iequlitcteiemen on. thc dIywcll, additional
wanlyscs were peiformed to determinem need for the PCIABS to sat isfy the PCV negative design
press-ure rcqui .remnent on. thc woetweli.

The wetwli-o-Reactor BuildinigwngatIve pr essur e shall be less than. 13. 7 kPaG to protect the PCVI
liner in the wet wellI.

The ABWAR plant dIoes not have vacuutm breakers between thle conltainm11ent anid thle
reactor builjding. Three lim-iting containment dlepressurization events are analyzed to
confirm that the ab~ove requirement is met without vacuium br-eakers boetween the
primar' containmient anct reactor butiiding. Inadvertent actuation of chýxNyell sprays is
niot included as a lim-iting event because of the clesign features dliscussed in Section
6.2.1.1.4.1. The limiting events analyzed are:

Event 3: LOCA (FWALB) event wvith containment (DW andl WW) sprays on.

Event 4: SSLB with containmnent (DVW and WX'V) sp1rays on.

Event 5: Stuck Op1en Relief Valve Event with DW and WW7 sprays on

To develop the scenarios for these three events the following are considered:

During any of the above events, the suppression pool temperature increases as the
event progesses. As a resuilt, the DWI and IATW spray temperature will also increase
as the event progresses. Since a colder spray temperature produces a greater and
more rapid pressure drolp. the analyses simulate spray initiation at the earliest
possible times.

Plant emnergenicy operation proceduires call for terminiation of containment spray
wheni the containment pressure decreases below 101.35 kPaA. Therefore, this
operation procedture is considered in the event scenario, assuming that it would
take 30 minutes for the operator to termninate the spray after a reading of 101.35
kNaA contaimnment pressure.

6.2-15
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The event scenarios and results for the three analyses used to evaluate Containment-
to-Reactor Building negative differential pressure are described as follows:

Event 3: LOCA (FIrLB) with DW and 'W" sprays on

This event is identical to Event 1 described in Section 6.2.1.1.4.1, except that:

The XVW spray is turned on at one minute into the event and the DW spray is
turned on at two minutes into the event.

Both DW and XVWW sprays are turned off 30 minutes after either DW or NIwW
airspace pressure decreases to 101.35 kPaA.

For this event, the containment pressure and temperature initially increase due to the
break flow fr-om the reactor. There is an initial rapid decrease in the drvwell and
wetwell pressures when the containment sprays are turned on. After the reactor
blowdown period is completed and the ECCS flow floods the vessel to the break
location, relatively colder break flow occurs. This results in a further decrease in the
containment pressures and temperatures. The containment pressure ultinLately
decreases to 101.35 kPaA around 20 minutes into the event. Thirty minutes later, the
containment sprays are terminated by the operator. At that time, the containment
pressure reaches its minimnum value. The calculated maximum Reactor Building -to-
Primary Containment differential pressure for this event is 2.62 kPaD which is less
than the containment negative design value of 13.7 kPaD.

Event 4: SSLB with DWwad 14114Wspra3s oi

This event is identical to Event 2 described in Section 6.2.1.1.4.1, except that:

The IVvW spray is turned on at one minute into the event and the DW spray is
turned on at two minutes into the event.

Both DW and WWV sprays are turned off 30 minutes after either DW or WIW
airs1pace pressure decreases to 101.35 kPaA.

For this event, the containment experiences a rapid depressurization (below 101.35
kPaA) shortly after initiation of the containment spray which levels out at about 5
minutes into the event. Afterwards the dc:wvell and wetwell pressure increase gradually
for the remainder of the event. Therefore, only the initial containment
depressurization shortly after spray initiation is of concern for this event.

The calculated maximum RB-to-DW and RB-to-WVW differential pressure for this event
are 9.10 kPaD and 5.86 kPaD, respectively, which are less than the containment
negative differential pressure design value of 13.7 kPaD.

Event 5: SORV zith DWand WW Sprays On

During an SORV event, SRV discharge to the suppression pool heats up the
suppression pool and also increases the wetwell airspace pressure and temnperature.
XWhen the pressure in the wetwell becomes greater than the di:ývell pressure, the
WArDVTBS allows the flow of air friom the wetwell to the dcrNvell,. This results in a
gradual increase in both the djr2vell and wetwell pressure. For this analysis, it is
assumed that the reactor will scram when the pool temperature reaches 43.3'C. The
analysis for this event is performed fr'om this point; namely from the time of 43.3°C
suppression pool temperature when a reactor scram occurs. It is assumed for the
analysis that the diryvell temperature is kept at 57.2°C operating temperaure due to
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the operation of the drIvell cooler. The drivwell and wetwell pressure may be higher
than the minimum operating pressure of 101.35 kPaA due to the SRV discharge to the
suppression pool prior to reactor scram. However, for this analysis, it is conservatively
assumed that the drvwell and wetwell pressure is 101.35 kPaA at the time of reactor
scram Thus, the following initial conditions are assumed for this event:

• SP temperature is 43.3°C.

• WW airspace temperature is at 43.3°C.

. DW temperature is 57.2°C.

. DW relative humidit, is 100%.

* DW pressure is 101.35 kPaA.

* WW7V7 pressure is 101.35 kPaA.

With the initial conditions above, the following is also assumed:

(1) The RP\V is initially at 102% of rated power.

(2) Reactor scram occurs, concurrent with occurrence of stuck-open relief valve.

(3) The A7'W spray is turned on at one minute into the event and the DW spray is
turned on at two minutes into the event.

(4) Both DWV and IWAV sprays are turned off 30 minutes after either DW or WXV
airspace pressure decreases to 101.35 kPaA.

Similar to Event 4, the containment expleriences a rapid depressurization (below
101.35 kPaA) shortly after initiation of the containment spray which levels out at about
1

6 minutes into the event. Afterwards the dr(vwell and wetwell pressures increase
gradually for the remainder of the event duration. Therefore, only the initial
con tainment depressurization shortly after spray initiation is of concern for this event.

The calculated maximum Reactor Building (RB)-to-DW and RB-to-WWV" differential
pressure for this event is 12.13 kPaD and 8.76 kPaD, respectively, which are less than
the containment negative design value of 13.7 kPaD.

As shown above, for all three events the containment-to-reactor building differential
pressure without vacuum breakers is less than the design pressure of 13.7 kPaD.
Figure 6.2-18 shows the pressure-time histories for the wetwell and dryvell for Event 5,
which is the limiting event with resoect to the minimum containment pressure.
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pressurie in? the wtetwoel forp the Evtent (3) coniditions is exp-Ibected to be 5.9 hPaC, which satisfies th~e
DVnegtiv dsig prssre equre ent f 3. 7 M~Cwtotte PCIBS. E-vents (I) and (2)

P G ..... ..... . e.. +1..... ),If si ` . 1. .... I .. . -I , ,, ,, -.... . . .. + .1 ^ k .r .D . " .,, . .. + o",, 1.

wve#e anialyz)ed to deteriine the limit)ing
weheeth ero not the PCITBS is riequired.

ON a -.It, i Ot, H if i Hegatv pMsue nte roeceln l, anid conclufde

(1): Dryv.ell and wntwnhI spray a-tLuation dkirnng no, ma! operato
The hey alssumptionfs one? initial coniditions ufsed ininaizn this e-ven!t are:

(I J I xl . .. + phav.e. A44; A , he.r e,4" ..a.

(2) Iitial dr...e.. temperature is . 57.20G.

(3) Initial wetclln. tefnpepature is 350(G,

(4) Initial .eout...inmet (drwiell and .. etwell) p.rssure is 101.1 hkA

(5) Initial d. l .. 11..aitive In: midity is 204ý.

(6) Initial wtetwell relative humoidity is 100%Z.

('7)
T•Y

1

Vvetzoeti an tt divilo sp('tI J)J alt ) ttitttfi is the~i svf)JjJVusoe

(8) Dr-incll spy; O flow rt;e is 95 ý -m h..

(9) Wetwell spray flowrte isk 160 mL

(10)-h11tihab-s(11) r;4p;..
fpp'rssie•, pool freiftpeow''twip" is 3:5 C.

Recognizin-g that dr-vwell initiial rielative humiidit~y anid suippressioni pool, initial temperaturpe
(suppression pool is the water soutiree for sprays). an aidditieioal case re~presentiing a noni
mechanistic anid conisewative combinationt of these two intput Paiwmeters was tals manalyed. The
to .case.s which were analyz.edfor.. this event ar

(a) Initial conitione~s and assumpion~~iis as listed above.

(b) Same as case a, ex.ept drwell initial r"elativ":e huimidity of 60%. an.d su.ppr.essio
pool in~itial tepraue of 23.90G.,

The calcated maximum negative differetial press ue ini the wetiwellfor cases a and b isefound
to be 6.9 hPaC and 11.8 ha.., respectivel. These .results show tat the containment. design
satisfies theP negtive design pressur.e reqr•ement f. 43.7 "7 a, wit.hut P.. [B.I

Event (2). Wo9twol Spry Actuation Subsequent to SOB9V
The efftet ofS&R;dischaige to the sutppression pool is to heat the wvetwell airspace-, thuis increasin~g
its pressure. V/hen the pressure in the wetwell becomes grepater than the diyuwell pressure. the
144A WS3 allowsf the flowe of airfrom. the wetwell to the dryzwelh, thereby, pres-suizing both volumues.
The wetwvelprewssure anid t 1 'uertmature peah wehen the ratrdecay heat decrieases below the heat
remolval from the continu ed Pool cooling- and wetwdll sprawy. The wpetwell temtperature and pre~ssure
deceaose, but th rwlrsue remtains aitIehvlu.When the piiessmre d~fftirence bektweene
the ktwo volumes becomes greater than the hydr~ostatic head of water- above the "o vent, air flows
bac into the weetwell airspace.ý slowing dozwn the wetwePI clepriessuiz4ation.i twe. Thepres-sure
dif-fterntial betwoeen the dryweell ppon 9-,e! wetwell is- maintained conistant at the hydrostatic htea9d above
the top roew of hoiona ventms. The finial priessure in the wetwell is lower than the Reactor-
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Building (I"/) pressitpe becas nr i is Iran sferfed to M/i dr','well daringwetwVell
presswimatou i/ian is tieceive . uiigi wpente 'Jnrssltrzatmnl..

The following assitinpptions are made :*ai.4.in the abovoe event:

(1) tattled gas behaves ais a petftect gas.

(2) Tem-peratnre in the & ywell reomains atI 5 722G lthroughout the transient by means of the
diyzoellkeek-es

(3) Initial wetweell tempefwkinre is :352G.

(4) Anit.C/~l contatqn.ment piessure is 1 01.1 W&~a

(5) A'Iaimuin suppression. pool temperturew is 97.2 0C.

(6) Wetwiell sprawy isfr~oin the sutppression.pool.

(7) Initial indwoell spray temperaturie is :3502G.

(3) Capacity of the 11MB heat excehanger- is 0.3 71 A"2s&

(9) Maximum. ioedwell etemperaturfe is deteriniied by the macmumwtwell spray temperature
and the pool snief-ce heat transfer to Uthe wetw l airpae.

(10) Convective heat! transfer- coefficient betweeno the sutppriession pool anod the we/wel
airspace is 11. 0 hJ/hn(-

(41) Ak-mwxtnr f s/ca m and air in the drpywell is homogieneous suie/ that i/crtio owfi its-
partiatl Prsue reai constant after the peak Priessur ie is attained

(12) A ir content oft/ie horizoental voent flotowim uiixe inrewases t/hc we/woell ftL55..t.;

(13) Drywell pressiore is cqnfal to Ithe eektwell pre-s-sure when i/ic pea/i priessure is roeae.

dAte to the wetwvell. spray.ý,

(15)Intarlaieh iiiyithedwlis2 .

(1 6) Initially, the suqppression pool is a/.the High V4ýater- Level point..

(17) We/wtell spraiyfl~o~wrte is 11 W74n//,

An analysis was conducekd with ne PCVBSý, and i/ch aien neaive differiential. priessurev
bewen hoe woe/well anýd the Reactor Building waes tMl etie tob 13h A -.Tis showsf that

M/i SORV is a mnuc/ oi.noe severe eventl i/an i/ MEvent (3) (during wo/ie/ the ;naxinim ingtv
di~ffentpi 1,ial press uwr is 5.9 /;PaC) and EvwenW 1 (duriing which /ite :noaximouinf difftrentialpriessur pe
is A.3 WraC) tiwqnsien is. Thetvreore, the PGi'negative poesr reureten! of 13. 7 kPaCo on th~e
wte/wtell side cant be itet wi//outWPCVBS.
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6.2.1.1.5 Steam Bypass of the Suppression Pool

6.2.1.1.5.4 Bypass Capability With Containment Spray and Heat Sinks

Ani analysis has been peiforined which evaluates the bypass capability, of the contain-mnent for a
spectrum of break sizes considering containmen.t sprays a-nd containiment structural heat sinks as
means of mitigating the effects of steam bypass of the suppression pool.

The containmint system, designi provides two RIR spray loops, and each loop consists of both
wctwell and drwell sprays. In ooperation of RHR in spray meode, the wetwell and diyywell sprays
activate simtultaneously. Per loop, the design flow rate of dryzwell spray is about 9,00-840 imn3/hou/ ;
and that of wetwell spray is about 114 mi/lour. In this analysis it is assumed that spray is to be
initiated no sooner thail 30 minutes after the wetwell gas space pressure is reached to -4-0-3- 103.4
kPaG. This assumed value of spray initiation, pressure set point, which is higher than. the EPGs
pressure set point of 71.6 kPaG. is expected to produce slightly conservative results. Th.e
suppression pool water passes through the RHR heat exchanger and is then. injected into the
dry)well and wetwell spray headers located respectively in the upper region, of drywell and wetwell
gas space. The spray will rapidly condense the stratified steam, creating a homogeneous air-steaL
mixtiutre in the contaiInment. Structural heat siniks (drwell and wetwell bou.ndary suJfaces) were
considered with variable convective heat transfer coefficients based on Uchida correlation. The
reactor vessel shutdown rate was assumed to be 55.6°C/h., and the maximiurn. design, senv ice water
temperature was used. This shutdowni rate corresponds to the maxium.n .rate which does not
thermially cycle the reactor vessel. This analysis results in. an. allowable maximumr steam. bpass
leakage capability of

A / JR-

of 50 cmn 2, meeting the criterion that calculated .maximum.-w contai-inment prcssure remain below the
contain-menit dcsigln, pressure. Allow0able leakage capacity vs primary system break area is shown., inl
Figurc 6.2-42.

Th.e keyi assumptions for allowable steam bypass calculations utilizing structuiral heat sinks are
summalrized as follows:

(1) Followin.g the occurnence of a pipe line break within the drywell, air is pinged through.
the vents into the wetwell.

(2) Flow7 through the postulated leakage path is pure steam. For a given, leakage path, if the
leakage flowo consists of mixture of liquid anid vapoir; the total leakage mass flow rate is
higher; but the steam flowrate is less than for the case of pure steam. leakage. Since the
steam enteriing the Wetwell air space results in the additional pressurization, this is
conisidered as a conservative assumption.

(3) The containment sprays are manually actuated 30 minutes after the wetwell airspace
pressure reaches to -03. 103.4 kPaG.

(4) Credit for both dcrywell and wetwell sprays was taken. creditpfor wetwell sp"ay
onh ions takeni. Conisiderinig that weeitwei spivy is ftorie effetie in.miitn

oneuemces of steam bypass leakagie. credit for- drywell spray woas net takent to prodnec
eeiiservative residts.

(5) The efficiencty oft/he sprays is dep~endent upont thme local steamt-to-air ratio. A coniseivative
constanW value of 0. 7 was uised inl t/his anialysis.
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(6) Hcat is transferred to exposed drywell/wetwell concrete walls (with steel lincr) in the
dorwell and wetwell gas space regions. The Uchida convective heat tIransfer coefficients
used are based on. the local steam-to-air ratio.

(7) No energy is assumed to leave the containiment except thirough the RHR heat exchangers.

The following is an illustration of the methods employed in calculating steam. condensin.g
capability under typical post-LOCA conditions. The condensation capability is calculated usinsg
the following equation:

M, = MI, x N, x [(T, - T)/IHfj x C/1

where

A,: = steam condensation rate

Ms = spraý, flow rate

N, = sp)ray efficiency

T",: = containiment temperature

T, = spray temperature at the spray nozzles

Hj. = latent heat of vaporization of water

C1, = constant pressure specific heat of water

The spray oWater temperature is calculated fiom:

T, = Tp -KH-Xx [(Tp - T,,,,) /(M, x Cp)]

where

TP = suppression pool temperature

KIHX = RHR heat exchanger effectiveness

T,,, = seivice water temperature

Containment sprays have a significant effect on the allowable steam bypass capability. Use of
sprays increases the maximum allowable bypass leakage by an order of magnlitude and represents
an effective backup means of condensing bypass steam. See Appendix 6Efor additional bypass
consideration.

6.2.1.1.5.6 Justification for Deviation From SRP Requirements

6.2.1.1.5.6.1 Actuation of Wetwell Sprays

It is recognized that provision, of manunal, and not automatic, spray actuation of wetwoell sprays
in. the ABWVR design is a deviation, fiom the SRP requirement (Appendix A to SRP Section
6.2.1.1. C) of automatic actuation of sprays. The SRP states that the zwetwell spray should be
automatically, actuated 10 .minutes follozoing a LOCA signal and an indication of pressurization.
of the wetwell to queulich steam bypassing the supppression pool. Howeve); in. determining
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maxitunjm allowable steam bypass leakage arca for AB14'R7 design, analyses assiumie and lake
credit for operator actuation oj -wetwcll sprays 30 min utes (instead of 10 minutes) following a
LOCA signal and after the wctwell gas space pressure reaches to #03. 103.4 kPaG, though
AB W1R EPGs permit actuation of wetwell sprays when wetwell gas space pressure reaches to 71.6
kPaG.

6.2.1.3 Mass and Energy Release Analyses for Postulated Loss-of-Coolant Accidents

The environ.mcntal conditions created by ,an high-en.ciy, line break (HELB) are analyzed
according to Regulato'iy Guide 1.89. The first step in such analysis is to calculate the mass and
ener•i release rate fiom the high-enegi, line brcak (HELB).

Figure 6.2-22 shows the break flow rate a. (l specific enthalpy for the feedwater line break flow
coining-firoin the feedwater s ystem side. Figure 6.2-23 shows the same information for the feedwater
line break flow coming from the RPV. Figures 6.2-24 and 6.2-25 show the same information for
the main steanmline break flow with two-phase blowdown staring when. the collapsed water level
reaches the miain- steaimline nozzle and when. I = 2.0 seconds4. 0 s-e.ed.

6.2.2 Containment Heat Removal System

6.2.2.3 Design Evaluation of the Containment Cooling System

6.2.2.3.1 System Operation and Sequence of Events

In. the event of the postulated LOCA, the shodl-term enei)g release from. the reactor primar), system.
will be dumped to the suppression. pool. Subsequent to the accident, fission product decay heat will
result in a co01tinuing eneigy input to the pool. The RHR SPC mode will remove this eneig'v
which is released into the primiaiY containment system., thus resulting in acceptable suppressiol.
pool temperatures and containm-enet pressures.

In order to evaluate the adequacy of the RHR System, the followinig is assunimed:

(1) With thIe reactor initially operating at 102 % of rated powei; a LOCA occurs.

(2) A single failure of a RHR heat exchanger is the most limniting single failure.

(3) The ECCS flows assum-ed available are 2 HPCF, 1 RCIC, and 2 LPFL (RHR).

(4) Containment cooling is initiated after 30 minutes. This is a conservative
assumption given that the RHR system design provides pool cooling during
the LPFL mode of RHR which, for a large pipe break, can occur in 3 to 5
minutes.C Genaiowtet ..... ng is ini6twed aft•ep 10 , minut7es (see Response to

Qwes4iit 4!30. 26).
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Table 6.2- 1 Containment Parameters

Design Design Calculated
Parameter Value Value

1. Drywell pressure 309.9 kPaG 268.7 279.6 kPaG

2. Drywell temperature 171.1 0 C . 177.3°CG

3. Wetwell pressure 309.9 kPaG 7 205.6 kPaG

4. Wetwell temperature
" Gas Space 40-3-9 124°C 9. 94.50 C
* Suppression pool 97.2 0C 96 97.1°C

5. Drywell-to-wetwell differential pressure +172.6 kPaD . +172.4 kPaD
- 13.7 kPaD -0-.7 - 3.86 kPaD

1 Design value is exceeded at 1.2 seconds into the event and then temperature decreases as shown in Figure 6.2-13.
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Table 6.2- 2 Containment Design Parameters

Drywell Wetwell
A. Drywell and Wetwell1

1. Internal Design Pressure
(kPaG)

2. Negative Design Pressure
(kPaG)

3. Design Temperature ('C)
4. Net Free Volume (m3)
5. Maximum allowable leak rate 2 (%/day)
6. Minimum Suppression Pool Water

Volume (M3)
7. Suppression pool depth (im)

Low Level
High Level

B. Vent System
1. Number of Vents
2. Nominal Vent Diameter (m)
3. Total Vent Area (M 2)
4. Vent Centerline Submergence

Low Level, (m)
Top Row
Middle Row
Bottom Row

5. Vent Loss Coefficient
(Varies with number of vents open)

309.9

-13.7
171.1
7350
0.5

309.9309.6

-13.7
124103.9
5960
0.5
3455 2

6.9:7
7.1

30
0.7
11.6

3.4 3.5
4.8 4-
6.1 6-2

2.5- &5 5.0

1 Items A.1, A.2, A.3 and A.5 apply to related structures including lower drywell access tunnels, drywell
equipment hatches, drywell personnel locks and drywell head.

2 Corresponds to calculated peak containment pressure related to the design basis accident conditions.
Excludes MSIV leakage.
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Table 6.2- 2a Engineered Safety Systems Information for Containment
Response Analyses

Full Capacity Containment Analysis Value
A. Containment Spray

1. Number of RHR Pumps 2(1) 1l1)

2. Number of Lines 2") (1)

3. Number of Heat Exchangers 2(2) (2)

4. Drywell Flow Rate (kg/h) 0.84 x job 0.84 x 1 0 '
5. Wetwell Flow Rate (kg/h) 1.14 x 105 1.14 x 10'

B. Containment Cooling System
1. Number of RHR Pumps 3 2
2. Pump Capacity (m 3/h/pump) 954 954
3. RHR Heat Exchangers

a. Type-U-tube,
b. Number 3 2
c. Heat Transfer Area 13) (3)

(m2/unit)
d. Overall Heat Transfer (3) (3)

Coefficent (Btu/h-
m 2-°C/unit)

e. Reactor Cooling Water Flowrate 1-.2 x 101200 1.2)10 b 12I (k-gm_3/h)

f. Maximum Cooling Water Inlet
Temperature (°C) I 37-835 37-835

00

1 Two redundant loops available with one pump each.
2One heaek.. ee.ehfi.. dr..we.l and.we...•" eL.The heat exchanger is shared with both the wetwell and drywell sprays.
3 The RHR heat exchanger characteristic has been defined by an overall K coeficient based on a temperature

difference and the heat rate. The defining equation is:

Q = (K) (AiT)
kcal -~ cal ýý,C

S ,.-, (sOC)) , /

T... A. ...... i 470.5 14c11,C. The K value is 4.27x 105 W/°C
The applicable temperature difference occurs form the RHR heat exchanger's reactor side inlet to the

ultimate heat sink temperature. Thus, K is a characteristic of the combined RHR and reactor cooling water
system's heat exchangers.
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Figure 6.2- 2 Feedwater Line Break-RPV Side Break Area
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Figure 6.2- 3 Feedwater Line Break Flow-Feedwater System Side of Break
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Figure 6.2- 4 Feedwater Line Break Flow Enthalpy-Feedwater
System Side of Break
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Figure 6.2- 6 Pressure Response of the Primary Containment
for Feedwater Line Break
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Figure 6.2- 7 Temperature Response of the Primary Containment
for Feedwater Line Break
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Figure 6.2- 8 Temperature Time History After a Feedwater Line Break
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Figure 6.2- 14 Pressure Time History for Long-term MSLB with Two Phase
Blowdown Starting at One Second
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Figure 6.2- 22 Break Flow Rate and Specific Enthalpy for the Feedwater Line
Break Flow Coming from the Feedwater System Side
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Figure 6.2- 23 Break Flow Rate and Specific Enthalpy for the Feedwater Line
Break Flow Coming from the RPV Side
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Wetwell-to-Drywell Vacuum Breakers
3.6.1.6

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.1.6.1 ----------------- NOTE---------------
Not required to be met for vacuum
breakers when performing their intended
function.

Verify each vacuum breaker is closed. 14 days

AND

Within 2 hours
after any
discharge of
steam to the
wetwell from
the safety/
relief valves
(S/RVs) or any
operation that
causes the
wetwe11-drywell
differential
pressure to be
reduced by
? 0.69 kPaD.

SR 3.6.1.6.2 Perform a functional test of each vacuum 18 months
breaker.

SR :3.6'.1.6.3 Verify each required vacuum breaker fully 18 months
opens at _ 3 3 kPaD.

3.45

SR 3.6.,.6.4 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION of vacuum 18 months
breaker position indication channel.

ABWR TS 3.6-21 Rev. 0, Design Control Document/Tier 2
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RHR Containment Spray
3.6.2.4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.2.4.1 Verify each RHR containment spray 31 days
subsystem manual, power operated, and
automatic valve in the flow path that is
not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured
in position is in the correct position or
can be aligned to the correct position.

SR 3.6.2.4.2 Verify each associated (i.e., in 92 days
subsystems B & C) RHR pump develops a
flow rate Ž 114 m3/h La < 1 /N
through the wetwell spray sparger.

ABWR TS 3.6-29 Rev. 0. Design Control Document/Tier 2
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Primary Containment
B 3.6.1.1

BASES

BACKGROUND
(continued)

conformance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix J (Ref. 3), as modified
by approved exemptions.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The safety design basis for the primary containment is that
it must withstand the pressures and temperatures of the
limiting OBA without exceeding the design leakage rate.

The DBA that postulates the maximum-release of radioactive
material within primary containment is a LOCA. In the
analysis of this accident, it is assumed that primary
containment is OPERABLE such that release of fission
products to the.. environment is controlled by the rate of
primary containment leakage.

Analytical methods and assumptions involving the primary
containment are presented in References I and 2. The safety
analyses assume a nonmechanistic fission product release
following a DBA, which forms the basis for determination of
offsite doses. The fission product release is, in turn,
based on an assumed leakage rate from the primary
containment. OPERABILITY of the primary containment ensures
that the leakage rate assumed in the safety analyses is not
exceeded.

The maximum allowable leakage rate for the primary
containment (L ) is 0.5% by weight of the containment air.

calculated per 24 hours a m peak containment pressure (Pa)
of 0.2 MPaGor [ ]% by weight of the containment air per

279.6 kPaG --- 24 hoursat the reduced pressure of Pt of [ ] MPaG.
(Ref. 1).

Primary containment satisfies Criterion 3 of'the NRC Policy
Statement.

LCO Primary containment OPERABILITY is maintained by limiting
leakage to wi thin the acceptance criteria of 10 CFR 50,
Appendix J (Ref. 3). Compl:iance with this LCO will ensure a
primary containment configuration, including equipment
hatches., thatis structurally sound and that will limit
leakage to those. leakage rates assumed in the safety
analyses. Individual leakage rates specified .for the
primary containment air lock are addressed in LCO 3.6.1.2.

(continued)
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Primary Containment Air Locks
B 3.6.1.2

BASES

BACKGROUND The primary containment air locks form part of the primary
(continued) containment pressure boundary. As such, air lock integrity

and leak tightness are essential for maintaining primary
containment leakage rate to within limits in the event of a
DBA. Not maintaining air lock integrity or leak tightness
may result in a leakage rate in excess of that assumed in
the unit safety analysis. SR 3.6.1.1.1 leakage rate
requirements conform with 10 CFR 50, Appendix J (Ref. 2), as
modified by approved exemptions.

APPLICABLE The OBA that postulates the maximum release of radioactive
SAFETY ANALYSES material within primary containment is a LOCA. In the

analysis of this accident, it is assumed that primary
containment is OPERABLE, such that release of fission
products to the environment is controlled by the rate of
primary containment leakage. The primary containment is
designed with a maximum allowable leakage rate (L ) of
O.5%(excluding MSIV leakage) by weight of the containment

279.6 kPaG air per 24 hour at the calculated maximum peak containment
pressure (P.) oLO.2 MPaG (Ref. 3). This allowable
leakage rate forms the basis for the acceptance criteria
imposed on the SRs associated with the air lock.

Primary containment air lock OPERABILITY is also required to
minimize the amount of fission product gases that may escape
primary containment through the air lock and contaminateand
pressurize the secondary containment.

The primary containment air lock satisfies Criterion 3 of
the NRC Policy Statement..

LCO As part of the primary containment, the air lock's :safety
function is related to control of containment leakage rates
following a DBA. Thus, the air lock's structural integrity
and leak tightness are essential to the successful
mitigation of suchan event.

The primary containment air locks are required to be
OPERABLE. For each air lock to be considered OPERABLE,:the
air lock interlock mechanism must be OPERABLE, the air lock
must be incompliance with the Type B air lock leakage test,
and both air: lock doors must be OPERABLE. The interlock

(continued.)
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Drywell Pressure
B 3.6.1.4

B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

B 3.6.1.4 Drywell Pressure

BASES

BACKGROUND The drywell pressure is limited during normal operations to
preserve the initial conditions assumed in the accident
analysis for a Design Basis Accident (DBA) or loss of
coolant accident (LOCA).

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

Primary containment performance is evaluated for the entire
spectrum of break sizes for postulated LOCAs (Ref. 1).
Among the inputs to the DBA is the initial primary
containment internal pressure (Ref. .). Analyses assume an
initial drywell pressure of 5.20xiO" MPaG. This limitation
ensures that the safety analysis remains valid by
maintaining the expected initial conditions and ensures that
the peak LOCA drywell internal pressure does not exceed the
maximum allowable of 0.310 MPaG.

on term F-The maximum calculated drywell pressure occurs during the
re or bwown phase of the DBA, which is determined to be
a feedwater line break. The calculated peak drywell

S279.6 kPaG pressure for this limiting event is02-6 PaG (Ref. 1).

Drywell pressure satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy
Statement.

LCO In the event of a DBA, with an initial drywell pressure
: 5.20xi0 MPaG, the resultant peak drywell accident
pressure will be maintained below the drywell design
pressure.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, a DBA could cause a release of
radioactive material to primary containment. In MODES 4
and 5, the probability and consequences of these events are
reduced due to the pressure and temperature limitations of
these MODES. Therefore, maintaining drywell pressure within
limits is not required in MODE 4 or 5.

(continued)
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Drywell Air Temperature
B 3.6.1.5

B 3.6 CONTAINMENT 5YSTEMS

B 3.6.1.5 Drywell Air Temperature

BASES

BACKGROUND The drywell contains the reactor vessel and piping, which
add heat to the airspace. Drywell coolers remove heat and
maintain a suitable environment. The average airspace
temperature affects the calculated response to postulated
Design Basis Accidents (DBAs). The limitation on the
drywell average air temperature was developed as reasonable,
based on operating experience. The limitation on drywell
air temperature is used in the Reference I safety analyses.

APPLICABLE Primary containment performance is evaluated for a spectrum
SAFETY ANALYSES of break sizes for postulated loss of coolant accidents

(LOCAs) (Ref. 1). Among the inputs to the design basis
analysis is the initial drywell average air temperature
(Ref. I). Analyses assume an initial average drywell air
temperature of 57"C. This limitation ensures that the
safety analysis remains valid by maintaining the expected

the primary containment initial conditions and/ensures that the eak LOCA drywell
structural materials remain temperature does:not exceed the maximu jallowable

below the design temperature temperature of 71*C (Ref. 2). Exce ing this design
temperature m• result in the degra ation of the primaryl
containment tructure under accide tý load . Equipment

inside primary containment, required to mitigate the effects
of a DBA, is designed to operate and be capable of operating.
under environmental conditions expected for *the accident.

The most severe drywell temperature condition occurs as a
result of a small Reactor Coolant System rupture above the
reactor water level:, which results in the blowdown ofreactor :steam to the drywell. The drywell temperature
:analysis considers main steam line breaks occurring inside
the drywell and having various break areas. The maximum
calculated drywell average temperature for the worst case
break area is provided in Reference 2.

Drywell air temperature satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC
Policy Statement.

(continued)
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Wetwell-to-Drywell Vacuum
B 3.6.1.6

B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

B 3.6.1.6 Wetwell-to-Drywell Vacuum Breakers

BASES

BACKGROUND The function of the wetwell-to-drywell vacuum breakers is to
relieve vacuum In the drywell. There are eight internal
vacuum breakers between the drywell and the wetwell, which
allow gas and steam flow from the wetwell to the drywell
when the drywell is at a lower pressure than the wetwell.
Therefore, the wetwell-to-drywell vacuum breakers prevent an
excessive negative differential pressure across the
wetwell/drywell boundary. Each vacuum breaker is a self
actuating valve, similar to a check valve, and requires no
external power for actuation.

A negative pressure inside the drywell is caused by rapid
depressurization of the drywell. Events that cause this
rapid depressurization are cooling cycles,LhiaivItintf

pray n n steam condensation from sprays
or subcooled water spilling out of a break in reflood stage
of a primary system rupture. Cooling cycles result in minor
pressure transients in the drywell that occur slowly and are
normally controlled by heating and ventilation equipment.
Spray actuation or the spill of subcooled water out of a
break results in more significant pressure transients and
are important in sizing the internal vacuum breakers.

In the event of a primary system rupture, steam condensation
within the drywell results in the most severe pressure
transient. Following a primary system rupture, gas in the
drywell is purged into the wetwell free airspace, leaving
the drywell full of steam. Subsequent condensation of the

Sthree ste cansbe causd i .W. possible ways, namely, Emergency
Core Cooling System flow from a ruptured pipe,ýor

feedwater flow containment spray actuation following a loss of coolant
from a ruptured accident (LOCA). These ases determine the maximum

pipe, depressurization rate of the" drywe l, three

In addition, the waterleg in the vertical vents of the vent.
system is controlled by the drywell-to-wetwell differential
pressure. If the drywell pressure is less than the wetwell:
pressure, there will be an increase in the vent waterleg.
This will result in an increase in the water clearing

(continued)
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Wetwell-to-Drywell Vacuum
B 3.6.1.6

BASES

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, a OBA could result in excessive
negative differential pressure across the drywell wall,
caused by the rapid depressurization of the drywell. The

(feedwater line event that results in the limiting rapid depressurization of
break or main the drywell is the primary system rupture that purges the

steam line break) drywell of gas and fills the drywell free airspace with
steam. Subsequent condensation of the steam (due to cold

and dueto sln out of the ruptured pip• would result in
actuation of depressurization of the drywell. The limiting pressure and

drywellsprays temperature of the primary system prior to a DBA occur in
MODES 1, 2, and 3. /Also, inadvertent aj~tuation of the

rdrywell spray coolId result in rapid deAfressurization of the,

dryell. The vacuum breakers, therefore, are required to be
OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3.

In MODES 4 and 5, the probability and consequences of these
events are reduced by the pressure and temperature
limitations in these MODES; therefore, maintaining wetwell-
to-drywel.l vacuum breakers OPERABLE is not required in
MODE 4 or 5.

ACTIONS LA

With one of the eight vacuum breakers inoperable for opening
(e.g., the vacuum breaker is not open and may be stuck
closed or not within its opening differential pressure
limit, so that it would not function as designed during an
event that depressurized the drywell), the remaining seven
OPERABLE vacuum breakers are capable of providing the vacuum
relief function. However, overall system reliability is
reduced because a single failure in one of the remaining
vacuum breakers could result in an excessive wetwell-to-
drywell differential pressure during a DBA.

Therefore, with one of the eight required vacuum breakers
inoperable,.72 hours is allowed to restore the inoperable
vacuum breaker to OPERABLE status so that plant conditions
are consistent with those. assumed for the design basis
analysis. The 72 hour Completion Time is considered
acceptable due to the low probability of an event in which
the remaining, vacuum breaker capability would not be
adequate.

(continued)
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Wetwe11 -to-Drywel 1 Vacuum
B 3.6.1.6

BASES

ACTIONS L1.
(continued)

One or more open vacuum breakers allow communication between
the drywell and wetwell airspace, and, as a result, there is
the potential for wetwell overpressurization due to this
bypass leakage if a LOCA were to occur. Since the vacuum
breakers are normally biased closed by gravitational force,
Condition B mostly like be entered due to inaccurate
position indication.

If vacuum breaker position indication is not reliable, an
alternate method of verifying that the vacuum breakers are
closed is by checking the position indication
instrumentation. Another alternate method of verifying that
the vacuum breakers are closed is by increasing the drywell

3.45 pressure b". xO"' MPa above the wetwell pressure and
verifying that the pressure differential does not fall below
2.06x403 MPaD for 15 minutes without makeup. The required
12 hour Completion Time is considered adequate to perform
this test. If the stated criteria of this test is not met,
Condition C must be entered.

C.1 and C.2

If the inoperable wetwell-to-drywell vacuum breaker cannot
be closed or restored to OPERABLE status within the required
Completion Time, the plant must be brought to a MODE in
which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status, the
plant must be brought to at least MODE 3 within 12 hours and
to MODE 4 within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
required plant conditions from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.1.6.1
REQUIREMENTS

Each vacuum breaker i.s verified closed (except when being
tested in accordance with SR 3.6.1.6.2 or when performing
its intended function) to ensure that this potential large
bypass leakage path is not present. This Surveillance is
performed by observing the vacuum breaker position

(continued)
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Wetwell-to-Drywell Vacuum
B 3.6.1.6

BASES

SURVEILLANCE $R 3.6.1.6.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) indication or by increasing the drywell pressure by
35X10"3 MPa above the wetwell pressure and verifying that

the pressure differential does not fall below 2.06xO .3 MPaD
for 15 minutes without makeup. This criteria was developed
assuming ideal gas behavior, a leakage area corresponding to
10% of the allowable leakage area, the average temperatures
in the wetwell and drywe1 remained within t O.5*C
throughout the testing interval, and that adequate
instrumentation exists to measure the pressure decay.
Basing the test criteria on 10% of the allowable leakage
area provides a large degree of margin in demonstrating that
the vacuum breakers are adequately closed and sealed.
Additionally, if the allowable leakage area were to exist, a

345 ressure differentia n- * x10"3 MPa would decay
completely within 15 minutes. Maintaining the average
temperatures of the wetwell and drywell is important because
the pressure differentials in this test are relatively small
and can be significantly impacted by small temperature
changes. (However, if temperature control is a problem,
new test parameters should be developed which take into
account the normal temperature variations.)

The 14 day Frequency is based on engineering judgment and is
considered adequate in view of the fact that the vacuum
breakers are normally biased closed by gravitational forces.
Verification of vacuum breaker closure is also required
within 2 hours after any discharge of steam to the wetwell
from the safety/relief valves or any operation that causes
the drywell-to-wetwell differential pressure to be reduced
by Ž 6.86x10' MPaD.

SR 3.6-1,6..Z

Each vacuum breaker must be cycled to ensure that it opens
adequately to perform its design function and returns tothe
fully closed position. This ensures that the safety
analysis assumptions are valid. The 18 month Frequency of
this SR is based On the need to perform the surveillance
during an outage. The vacuum breakers can only be manually
actuated and are only accessible during an outage.

(continued)
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Wetwell -to-Drywel 1 Vacuum
B 3.6.1.6

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS SR 3.6.1.6.3

(continued)
Verification of the vacuum breaker opening pressure Is
necessary to ensure the validity of the safety analysis
assumption that the vacuum breakers are fully open when the
wetwell f ressure exceeds the drywell pressure by
LiAxlO" MPa. The 18 month Frequency is based on the need.
to perform this Surveillance under the conditions that apply
during a plant outage. The 18 month Frequency is
acceptable based on the passive design of the vacuum
breakers (no actuator required for opening).

SR 3.6,1.6.4

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
loop and the sensor. The test verifies that the channel
responds to the measured parameter with the necessary range
and accuracy. The 18 month frequency is based on the ABWR
expected refueling interval and the need to perform this
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage.

REFERENCE I. DCD Tier 2, Section 6.2.
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RHR Containment Spray
B 3.6.2.4

BASES

BACKGROUND
(continued)

condense the steam from bypass leaks from the drywell to the
wetwell airspace during the postulated LOCA.

APPLICABLE Reference I contains the results of analyses that predict
SAFETY ANALYSES the primary containment pressure response for a LOCA with

the maximum bypass leakage effective area. The effective
flow path area for bypass leakage has been calculated to be
, cm assuming no spray operation. With operation of one

containment .spray subsystem, t.e effective bypass leakage area
was calculated to be 50 cm .

The intent of the analyses is to demonstrate that the
pressure reduction capacity of the RHR containment spray
system operating in the wetwell spray mode is adequate to
maintain the primary containment conditions within the
design limit.

The RHR containment spray system satisfies Criterion 3 of
the NRC Policy Statement.

LCO In the event of a LOCA, a minimum of one .RHR containment
spray subsystem is required to mitigate potential bypass
leakage paths and maintain the primary containment peak
pressure below the design limits (Ref. 1). To ensure that
these requirements are met, two RHR containment spray
subsystems must be OPERABLE with power from two safety
related independent power supplies. Therefore, in the event
of an accident, at least one subsystem is OPERABLE, assuming
.the worst case single active failure. An RHR containment
spray subsystem is OPERABLE when the pump, the heat
exchanger, and associated piping, valves, instrumentation,
and controls for both wetwell and drywell spray modes are
OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, a..LOCA could cause heatup and
pressurization"of the primary containment. In MODES 4
and 5, the probability .and..consequences of these events are
reduced due to the pressure and temperature limitations in

(continued)
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RHR Containment Spray
B 3.6.2.4

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

SR 3.6.2.4.2

Verifyipg each associated RHR ump develops a flow rate
2 114 mr/h lans•l-el- tha m h60mm_- while operating in the
wetwell spray mode with flow through the heat exchanger
(operating in the suppression pool cooling mode) ensures
that pump performance has not degraded during the cycle.
Flow is a normal test of centrifugal pump performance
required by Section XI of the ASME Code (Ref. 2). This test
confirms one point on the pump design curve and is
indicative of overall performance. Such inservice
inspections confirm component OPERABILITY, trend
performance, and detect incipient failures by indicating
abnormal performance. In addition, verifying that the
wetwell spray flow ensures that the assumptions for minimum
flow for bypass leakage mitigation and the maximum flow for
wetwell negative pressure evaluation in the Reference I
analyses remain valid. The Frequency of this SR is 92 days.

REFERENCES 1. DCD Tier 2, Section 6.2.1.1.5.

2. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI.
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